
From: Robert Abela serra
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:13:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robert Abela serra

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5801@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: L Anne Abrey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:03:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

For everyone's sake - please care for our water - it's vital, for personal health and the health of our country.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

L  Anne Abrey

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5723@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kaatje Adams
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:58:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kaatje Adams

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5883@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sarah Adams
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:06:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sarah Adams

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5917@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Drew Adamson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:53:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Drew Adamson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5880@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Patrick Agnew
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:44:35 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

When I was young I could swim in rivers where ever I wanted to but now I can not as many are now polluted
this needs to reversed so it can be done again. To bring back clean and green is a must .

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Patrick Agnew

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5602@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Ali Alaska
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:04:09 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Fresh and clean water for our survival.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ali Alaska

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6432@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jensen Alcock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:00:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jensen Alcock

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6372@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Susan Alderston
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Susan Alderston

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5631@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Marianne Allen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:27:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Having lived in various parts of Otago including Dunedin with it’s beautiful river valleys, forests, lakes and
coast i hold it very dear

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marianne Allen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5871@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Mohammed Almotlaq
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mohammed Almotlaq

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5646@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Heather Ameye-Bevers
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:14:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a contributor so policies that ensure farmers have requirements to farm by and
are held accountable.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Heather Ameye-Bevers

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5991@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Mark Amsler
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:45:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all know what's best when it comes to dairy farming and water.
We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival.
I urgently call on the council to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when
adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater. This is in line with not only common sense planetary
survival but also new Zealand's recognition of water (earth) rights.

I want to see Otago and across Aotearoa thriving, with rivers running clear and clean, native plants and animals
thriving alongside waterways, and drinking water pouring safely. The council's Regional Policy Statement must
make the health of water its core value and ensure we have strong plans to clean up and protect water, and
create a safe climate for all. Dairy farmers included. Especially dairy farmers.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved. Rivers, lakes, streams,
wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key factor causing water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and
drinking water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution. That means
intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates, as both are incompatible
with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Carefully consider cumulative effects across the region of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much
synthetic nitrogen fertiliser, rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects
people, plants and animals downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Amsler

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6117@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Asunta Ananda
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:41:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Asunta Ananda
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From: Bhajan Ananda
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:43:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bhajan Ananda
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From: Kiran Ananda
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:42:28 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kiran Ananda
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From: Sam Anders
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:23:09 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Why would we not??!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sam Anders
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From: Larry Anderson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:09:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a now elderly tramper I remember when all our rivers were drinkable. It is just heart breaking to see what is
happening now!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Larry Anderson
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From: Diana Andrews
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:07:00 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Diana Andrews
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From: Dorothy Andrews
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:18:39 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life. Without water we cannot survive. Nothing can survive.

We are hearing reports that the stillbirth rate is increasing. In spite of the wealth of medical knowledge we have
today, women are still suffering from the heartbreak of still births. Could this be linked to the increasing levels
of nitrogen in drinking water?

 It has already been linked to stillbirths overseas and our cancer levels are not dropping either.

It seems to me that the only thing that is important today is that the economy has to keep on growing. The rich
keep lining their pockets and the poor just struggle on.

Intensive dairying only benefits the farm owners and their clever accountants. The only real ‘flow on effect’  is
the nitrogen in our drinking water.

Please be brave and think of ordinary New Zealanders. Those who see no benefit from dirty rivers and streams.
Think of your own children and grandchildren and decide what the future will be like for them.

Do it now because next year will be too late.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6084@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Andrews



From: Suzy Andrews
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:23:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Suzy Andrews
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From: Jl Angell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:17:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jl Angell
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From: Elizabeth Angelo
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:57:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I call on the Otago Regional Council to put the health of water first and bring in strong, clear policies that will
inform us of their plan to clean up water. This water pollution has happened in my lifetime so it can be
corrected in a lifetime. Sarting NOW!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Angelo
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From: Kerry Anne Mills
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:14:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life. Water is the essence of life. Clean water is life giving.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kerry Anne Mills
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From: Laura Arias
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:15:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Laura Arias
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From: Dael Armstrong-West
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:07:00 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dael Armstrong-West

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6473@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jon arne Strand
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jon arne Strand

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5507@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jon arne Strand
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jon arne Strand

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5508@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Michael Arthur
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:34:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Arthur

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6308@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Cara Artman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:11:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cara Artman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6516@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Andrew Ashburn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:15:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved. That means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairy farming is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and
drinking water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution like intensive
dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates, two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai. This would also address the climate crisis.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrew Ashburn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5731@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Alec Asquith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:55:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alec Asquith

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6219@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rene Astle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:32:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rene Astle

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6208@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Clare Atkinson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:14:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Clare  Atkinson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5465@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sandra Audley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:44:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

What use is contaminated water!!?

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sandra Audley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5899@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Andy August
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:50:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

If more intensive land use practises are allowed to continue and even escalate just so that a few people can make
more money , where will we end up ?  The situation needs to be adjusted back to a sustainable level which
allows agribusiness to make a reasonable living whilst protecting the environment for the benefit of all .

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andy August

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6284@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rana Azzam
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:37 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rana Azzam
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From: M Baaijens
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:20:37 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

M Baaijens
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From: John Bach
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:47:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Once more, water ie clean water is life and a universal right.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Bach

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5608@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Caterina Baker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:44:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Caterina Baker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6414@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Trudy Ballantine
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:35:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Trudy Ballantine

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6102@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carolyn Balls
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:05:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Balls

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5658@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sarah Bampton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:59:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

 Like me, I’m sure you want to see a future where we can all swim in clean rivers and drink safe water from our
taps.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bampton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6343@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Cathy Barclay
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:57:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cathy Barclay

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6424@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sharyn Barclay
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:34:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Various sources cite water as making up between 65% and 80% of our body - whatever proportion you
subscribe to, it attests to the importance of water as the biggest structural component of us! Respect for
ourselves translates to respect for our water sources. No longer can we deny the spiritual aspect of our
stewardship of this element. Lead the way with a renewed regard for the importance and sanctity of this element
and give other Regional Councils a highwater mark to aspire to and even exceed! Aotearoa needs the ORC to
come off the starting blocks strongly.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Barclay

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5561@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Geoff Barlow
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:27:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please ensure that clean, fresh water is available fo all life.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Geoff Barlow

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6268@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: James Barnes
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:08:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

James Barnes

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5983@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: James Barnes
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:08:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

James Barnes

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5982@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Steven Barringham
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:04:34 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Steven Barringham

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5839@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ann Barsby
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:54:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Strong urgent action is a necessity!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ann Barsby
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From: Don Baskett
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We currently reside in Nelson, but lived in Dunedin for 50 years prior to our shift North. I worked into Central
and North Otago and was active in tramping trips around the region. In that time I witnessed the water quality in
the lakes and streams steadily degrading with urban expansion pressures and intensive farming practices. Please
act to clean up what we can and preserve the fresh water quality that we have left for future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Don Baskett
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From: Sheryl Bassett
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:45:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Bassett

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6112@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Marina Batchaeva
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:05:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marina Batchaeva

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5854@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Carly Bateman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 4:57:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carly Bateman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6507@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jo Bates
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:55:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jo Bates

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6292@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sally Baughen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:12:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sally Baughen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5669@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Cornelia Baumgartner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:08:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

I urge you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional
Policy Statement on freshwater. Please keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean
up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

If we want rivers, lakes and drinking water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of
pollution and assert ownership of this precious resource.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cornelia Baumgartner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6074@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Rod Baxter
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:34:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

For far too long the rivers in Central Otago have been used as drains by the various townships adjacent to
waterways. From time-to-time the local newspapers report that the Queenstown Lakes D C has been fined for
discharging wastewater tinto Lake Wakatipu and/or the Karawaru River and recently this Council sought a 35
year permit to do this. Likewise the Manuherikia River at Alexandra regularly runs almost dry due to upstream
water take and the growth of toxic algae and high levels of E. Coli contamination makes the river unusable for
the public and animals. It’s well past time this situation was addressed with effective corrective action.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rod Baxter

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5693@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Chris Beal
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris Beal

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5509@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jean Beardsall
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:13:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jean Beardsall

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6449@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Michele Beaton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:24:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michele Beaton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6076@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Laurence Bechet
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:03:31 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Laurence Bechet

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6226@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Melanie Becker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:49:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Melanie Becker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6514@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Gyula Bedőcs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:00:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Víz nélkül nem lehet élni.Főleg tiszta vízzel nem.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gyula Bedőcs

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5905@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Conny Beekhuis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:14:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is my and our life support. We NEED clean water. Our bodies are 70% water!!!!!!!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Conny Beekhuis

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5468@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carol Belcher
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:09:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carol Belcher

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6298@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Elena Belkina
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elena Belkina

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5648@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Andrew Bell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:14:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

In Canterbury, where I live, testing has revealed that fertiliser run-off from synthetic fertilisers has already
polluted the drinking water with high levels of nitrates which scientific research has linked to higher incidences
of bowel cancer.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrew Bell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5990@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Samantha Bell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:34:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Samantha Bell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5562@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Shakila Bell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:35:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water links and maintains all ecosystems on the planet. ... As nature's most important nutrient, people need
water to survive. I'm sure that you will agree it's a 'no brainer'.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shakila Bell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6270@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ashor Benjamin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:49:35 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ashor Benjamin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6122@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Eva Bennett
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:36:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Eva Bennett

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6174@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mark Bennett
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:49:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I often go bikepacking or hiking and want to be able to safely drink water from the streams and rivers in the
stunning landscapes we call home. I want my kids to continue to enjoy swimming in the rivers and hope to take
grandchildren into these places to drink, swim, and enjoy the incredible part of this planet we are domiciled to.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Bennett
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From: Norm Bennetts
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Rivers must be allowed to be Rivers with their natural water flow ,the Rivers were on the planet before the
people ,ORC need to stop water being taken out of rivers as this practice turns rivers into polluted drains which
is not acceptable in this day & age .The general public should not have any say in this .

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to: To keep rivers in their natural state & water flows & stop the
taking of water out of rivers nobody has the right to ruin the natural flow of rivers for their own  use & profit
because that's what it is .all rivers must be allowed to be healthy for future generations.

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Norm Bennetts

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5627@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Eric Benson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:49:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Eric Benson
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From: Sophia Benter-lynch
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:53:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sophia Benter-lynch
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From: Helena Berg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:47:30 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Helena Berg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5606@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Cecile Bernicot
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cecile Bernicot

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6363@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Thor Besier
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:19:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This is a fundamental human right. A non-negotiable.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Thor Besier

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6360@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: John Beu
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 1:42:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Beu

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6484@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: RAMAN BHIKHA
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:14:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Everyone deserves rivers they can swim in and fresh, clean drinking water that won’t make them sick.

But intensive dairying is putting water at risk. We know too many cows and too much synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser are causing nitrate pollution to seep off the land into rivers, lakes and our drinking water.

We can see it happening in regions with lots of intensive dairying, like Otago, where rivers are filled with slimy
algae.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

RAMAN BHIKHA

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5773@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Karen Bishop
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:13:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karen Bishop

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5989@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Trudi Bishop
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 12:13:08 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life not a resource to be exploited and destroyed. Without clean fresh water we all suffer, not just in
economic terms but in health, socially and our eco systems fail. It is our generation's responsibility to look after
our precious water not just for now but for future generations. It must be a priority over short term cash
injections from polluters who will leave undrinkable water, destroyed ecosystems that will cost billions to
restore and billions in the cost of our health. Please look to the long term and and the larger picture of
biodiversity loss, human rights and makingha kai - we cannot afford to be complacent any longer nor can we
afford to roll over to lobbying by industrial dairy farmers or agricutultralists.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Trudi Bishop
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From: Barbara Blackwood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:57:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Barbara Blackwood
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From: Phil Blakely
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:47:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a keen fly fisherman for the last 20 years I have seen the quality of some of our favorite rivers deteriorate. 
This is only in the short time I have been in this country. Let's do all we can to preserve and intensify the quality
of the outstanding assets we have for our future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Phil Blakely
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From: Penelope Blanchfield
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:40:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need to keep our supply of freshwater sustainable for future generations and future proof our supply.  Please
keep the health and well-being of our people, animals and ecosystems at the forefront of your decision making. 
The time to act is now.  Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Penelope Blanchfield
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From: Penelope Blanchfield
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:40:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need to keep our supply of freshwater sustainable for future generations and future proof our supply.  Please
keep the health and well-being of our people, animals and ecosystems at the forefront of your decision making. 
The time to act is now.  Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Penelope Blanchfield
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From: Bernard Blanken
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Our drinking water should be with our clean green image . No pollutants . No off chemicals from dairy . 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bernard Blanken
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From: Natalie Blasco
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:01:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This is within our ability to fix, if there is the will. So no excuses -- be responsible and just get it done.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Natalie Blasco
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From: Tom Blundell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

With respect to your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater,  please prioritise
Te Mana o te Wai
- the health and well-being of water
- the health needs of people
- the ability of people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural well-being

Best regards,

Tom Blundell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5644@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Hubert Boeinghoff
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:45:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Hubert Boeinghoff

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6187@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Ros Booker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:26:27 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

clean healthy water is a basic need.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ros Booker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5531@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Brendon Booth
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:24 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brendon Booth

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5914@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Brendon Booth
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:04:25 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brendon Booth

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6418@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Miriam Borthwick
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:18:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is essential to have fresh water in order to protect the health and well-being of everyone, human and animal
alike.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Miriam Borthwick

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5671@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Miriam Borthwick
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:22:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Miriam Borthwick

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6461@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Rachel Bose
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:30:00 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rachel Bose

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5742@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Marty Bostic
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:59:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marty Bostic

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5862@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Vic Bostock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:09:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Vic Bostock

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5800@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ray Botardo
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:23:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ray Botardo

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6361@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gray Botha
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:15:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gray Botha

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5842@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sandra Bovy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sandra Bovy

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5462@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jonathan Boyes
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:06:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This is such a precious area where the mountains and streams form a seamless whole. A taonga like this should
be a place where the human family are safe and able to fully thrive in such a unique environment. Fresh and
safe water may be a challenge; but it must be do-able. For example the containment of dairying might be
politically dangerous, but this H2O imperative is even more critical. Please act wisely and steadfastly for the
good of all.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Boyes

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6328@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Steve Bradfo
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 2:12:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Steve Bradfo

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6572@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Warwick Bradshaw
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:23:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Rivers should flow with life giving fresh water intensive diary farming is leaving a legacy of polluted water for
future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Warwick Bradshaw
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From: Iris Braghiroli
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 1:04:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Iris Braghiroli
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From: Liliane Brasseur
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:05:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Liliane Brasseur
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From: Ulrich Bretschneider
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:27:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The science and fact are clear, they dictate consequences which require a shift of paradigm. Our health, and that
of the nature around us, must come before shortsighted commercial interest.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ulrich Bretschneider
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From: Finn Briant
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:57:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

keep water healthy for swimming in the rivers and lakes and to help keep wildlife alive living in purity.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Finn Briant
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From: Angela Briggs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angela Briggs
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From: Kent Briggs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:31:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please set the example for the rest of New Zealand. You will be heroes to future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kent Briggs
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From: Phil Brimacombe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:00:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Although I do not live in the Otago region, I am writing to you because if you take these steps to protect water
then others will follow your example.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Phil Brimacombe
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From: Sam Brines
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:12:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

you don't need me to tell you what the right thing to do is.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sam Brines
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From: Karen Britton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 3:59:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

Without clean water, we fail to survive. Within as little as 3 days, the body starts to shut down.

Without the tāonga of clean water, our (yours and mine) children, grandchildren and future generations are left
in our filth, struggling in an unsustainable and depleted environment. Water is the essential constituent to life. It
is therefore one of the most sacred resources on the planet. It is increasingly variable in source and supply, and
therefore requires all the protection that can be afforded to it.

I call on you to set the example for Āotearoa/New Zealand and prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

Otago and her people deserve rivers that run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside
waterways, and safe drinking water.

The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up
and protect water, and create a safe climate for all. This is bigger than a privileged few being able to destroy
water quality and waterways, growing their own bank account, and effectively "shitting" on everyone else. I
celebrate any farmers who are operating in an environmentally-friendly way... and yes, WE exist.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.
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Sincerely,

Karen Britton



From: Anna Brooke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:40:36 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anna Brooke
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From: Jason Brooke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:19:26 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

access to healthy water is a basic human right. It’s an essential & non-negotiable part of any society and should
be prioritised before industry and before economics. A life without healthy water is a life without health. 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jason Brooke
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From: Catherine Broughton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:34:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Catherine Broughton
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From: Jess Brown
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:15:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We can all do our bit to protect this land, but sometimes it just needs to come from the top. Setting standards
and an example of how we should protect the resources we have which in turn protects the health and future of
the people! Please do the right thing.... for the planet and all the species that occupy it.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jess Brown
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From: Kim Brown
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 10:02:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This, surely is the most important issue? without clean fresh water we all die... simplistic yet true. Live with a
clear conscience and do your part as we are all in this together.. and need to act now .. its urgent, important and
as a decent human being essential that you do what is the right thing

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kim Brown
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From: Lynne Brown
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:40:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lynne Brown
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From: valerie brown
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:04:33 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

valerie brown
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From: Eleanor Browne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:27:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This is important for both the image of NZ but more importantly for our people to have the recreational access
to clear flowing rivers and for safe drinking water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Browne
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From: Joy Browne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:30:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a onetime resident of the South Island high country I would love to see all of the spectacular Mainland return
to the pristine state I and my children enjoyed. Clear, clean water in the lakes, rivers and streams was something
we benefited from every day through our healthy domestic supply at home, in our workplaces and at school.
Please ensure all New Zealanders in your region once more can rely on this essential for healthy life.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joy Browne
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From: Terry Bruce
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:32:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Terry Bruce
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From: Stefan Brunke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:24:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stefan Brunke
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From: Patrina Bryce
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Patrina Bryce
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From: Christine Bryden
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:44:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

New Zealand has always had a name for green,clean and fresh.  I know, I grew up with it.  Please let us keep it
that way; take the necessary steps to clean up the very real health problems for future Kiwis.  Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christine Bryden
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From: Te Aho Cheryl Lynne Bryers
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:43:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairy farming
and agriculture.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Te Aho Cheryl Lynne Bryers

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6533@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margaret clare Buchanan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 10:05:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret clare Buchanan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6554@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margaret clare Buchanan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 10:05:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret clare Buchanan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6553@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jiři Bulis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:53:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jiři Bulis

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6403@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Catherine Bullock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:21:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

To allow it to continue unchecked for the sake of 'the mighty dollar', is at best short-sighted and at worst
suicidal, as the increasing degradation of the environment will progressively erode the health and well-being of
current and future generations, and in the long term cost far more in every respect.  Water is fundamental to all
life, not just ours, and we have a responsibility to use it wisely.  We are not separate from nature, and what we
do to the environment, we ultimately do to ourselves.

In the last 2 or 3 decades dairying has taken over a lot of land that is not suited to it, hence the dependence on
synthetic nitrogen and supplements like palm kernel.  I would suggest strategies such as setting a fixed
(enforceable) maximum stocking rate per hectare that is well below current levels, and incentives to encourage
farmers into regenerative practices and diversification, with the focus on appropriate and sustainable land use
according to local soils, climate, etc.  I know changes to farming practices take time, but they need to be done as
soon as possible, or things will only get worse.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5736@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


Catherine Bullock



From: Gail Bunckenburg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:01:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water resources have to be protected
Good clean unpolluted water is necessary for life

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gail Bunckenburg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6225@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kate Burgoyne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:56:18 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kate Burgoyne

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5639@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Stella Burman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:20:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

New Zealand is already trying but we need you ti try more.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stella Burman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6425@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: mo burton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

mo burton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6015@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: deborah Butterfield
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:10:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Hello,
I live in the Wairarapa- a rural farming area north of Wellington.
We have farming activities here- dairy, sheep and beef primarily. Our environment is also underpressure-
erosion of land, problems with river pollution etc.

However- even coming from a rural area with some problems did not prepare me for the changes of what has
occurred in Otago. Wall to wall dairy farms! Because I dont get down to the Otago area that regularly the scale
of the changes over the years has always been quite a shock whenever i do get down to the area. To my thinking
the scale of the dairy farming has tipped the balance environmetally and ecologically for the region. You need
to right this wrong and restore the area to a more balanced ecology. Maybe limit the number of cows per
hectare? Maybe require a certain percentage of the land to be restored to native bush- 10%?? Best wishes. Deb
Butterfield  

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5986@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


deborah Butterfield



From: Ray Button
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:50:41 p.m.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ray Button

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5617@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Virginia Cabreana
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 4:19:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Virginia Cabreana

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6499@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Robert Cairns
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:49:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robert Cairns

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5878@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Anna Caithness
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:06:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We love visiting Te Wai Pounamu and Central Otago in particular. Over the years I have noticed more and
more dairy farms, less water in the rivers and more water pollution. You have an incredibly beautiful and
precious resource to protect - we are relying on our councils to do the right thing.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anna Caithness

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6297@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Pat CALDERBANK
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:15:21 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pat CALDERBANK

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5472@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Katherine Caldwell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:35:18 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Katherine Caldwell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5695@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sandy Callister
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:03:30 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

Prioritise healthy waterways and model this leadership.

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sandy Callister

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6227@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carey Cambridge
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:46:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My water now is at a level where myself & my family cannot drink it without fear of the health repercussions.
Act now so my children’s generation can drink their water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carey Cambridge

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6288@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Preston Camp
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:37:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,
Clean water for our survival is absolutely vitality . Iyoh must prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

Otago must have rivers that run clear and clean, with native plants and animals thriving alongside waterways,
and drinking water that is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This is an opportunity for ORC to lead the country in saving our environment and the health of our people.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Preston Camp

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6026@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dave Campen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:53:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dave Campen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6049@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ari Campion
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:47:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

CLEAN WATER

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ari Campion

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6350@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jp Cantwell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jp Cantwell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5654@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Cristina Capela
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:51:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cristina Capela

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5813@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Beth Carbery
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 11:36:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Beth Carbery

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6472@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jacqueline Carbines
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:17:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Carbines
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From: Frances Carter
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:31:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Frances Carter

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5558@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carolyn Catt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 7:56:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Catt
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From: Boris Cavazza
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:54:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Boris Cavazza
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From: Zehra Celik
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:54:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Zehra Celik
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From: Isabel Cervera
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:58:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Isabel Cervera
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From: Lydia Chai
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:24:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lydia Chai
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From: Bhavna Chandra
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bhavna Chandra
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From: Lee Chapman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:09:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lee Chapman
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From: Sam Chapman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sam Chapman
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From: Susan chapman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

As our disastrous global incineration event progresses at speed we all need to focus on ways to deal with it and
keeping our clean water safe.

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is more important than dairy and we must all treat it with respect. I myself have developed a dairy
intolerance in the last few years but am also now aware of the galloping crises humanity is triggering.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Susan chapman
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From: Sheila Chappell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:27:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sheila Chappell
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From: Laurent Cheret
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:48:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Laurent Cheret
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From: Tak Cheung Woo
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:45:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tak Cheung Woo
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From: Grant Ching
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:01:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of our rivers and lakes,
people and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Grant Ching
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From: Brenda Choi
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:34:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brenda Choi

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5560@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Yolanda Cholmondeley-smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:53:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Yolanda Cholmondeley-smith

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5962@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sally-anne Christensen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sally-anne Christensen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5510@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jenny Christianson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:47:30 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

All creatures and plants are dependent on a healthy water system, and human mental and physical well-being
depend on it too. The NZ environment currently reflects, visually and through scientific assessment, the
rapacious acquisition of personal and corporate wealth at the expense of what belongs to none of us, but
sustains us all.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jenny Christianson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5607@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dr. janine christin Dewor
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:27:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dr. janine christin Dewor

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5740@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gary Clancy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:40:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

Clean water is the most fundamental need for all life on this planet. I call on you to prioritise the health of
ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago (and all of NZ) where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive
alongside waterways, and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water
at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please have the courage to take the lead role in putting the health of our people and animals ahead of profits for
dairy farmers. People's health must be First.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gary Clancy

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5848@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: David Clark
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 1:08:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

David Clark

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6482@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: john clark
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:29:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is a basic resource that everyone as well as wildlife rely on. Nitrates cause colon cancer and water
degradation. Water in the Otago region especially is becoming increasingly scarce. For NZrs and to keep
bringing tourists to our 'pristine' land we need to protect water first and foremost. We need to look at
alternatives to dairy as consumers are choosing to consume less. The effects of pollution today will be felt for
years to come.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

john clark

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6334@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Grayce Clarke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:30:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I'd like the children I raise in the future to have access to the fresh and clean water we have without struggle.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Grayce Clarke

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5555@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jessica Claudio
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:53:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jessica Claudio

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6250@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jan Clayton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:58:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

All living plants and animals and those that will succeed them in subsequent generations,  need strong
protection of water resources  from you.
Please do not underestimate the significance of your policy statements now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jan Clayton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6369@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Valerie Clements
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:29:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your
Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

This statement should keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up and protect
water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please put. te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by
the priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Valerie Clements

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5552@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: matt cloonan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 10:22:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I firmly believe it is past time that we need to take a stronger stance on water quality, particularly in regards to
the effects of dairy farming. The evidence that this farming causes massive damage and degradation is clear; to
not take further, strong action would be a deliberate choice and would be self-defeating. We could be leaders in
restoring and preserving our waterways now and for the future. Please have the courage and clear sight to do
this.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

matt cloonan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6555@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Brian Close
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:34:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brian Close

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5694@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Roger Coates
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:17:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Roger Coates

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5489@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Michelle Cockburn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:00:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It should be a human right to have access to clean water, it's an absolute essential for us all and people should be
able to expect this right living in a country like NZ.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michelle Cockburn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6477@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kate Coe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:19:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kate Coe

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5996@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Rosemary Cole
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:57:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Cole

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5904@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Ruth Cole
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:12:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ruth Cole

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5668@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Johanna Colijn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:48:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean, fresh water is essential for all life on earth, so also for the people, the animals (of which many
indigenous to New Zealand) and the plants in Otago. That is why I contribute to this letter and call on you to set
the start for caring for water! Your taking action to ensure safe waters may become the wake up call for all
councils and administrations! I trust you will decide wisely.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Johanna Colijn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5614@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: David Collie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:32:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

David Collie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6020@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Trevor Collings
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:37:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Trevor Collings

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5566@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Stephen Collingwood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I encourage cattle farms to research “Pasture for Life” to help them to have purely grass fed cattle. Herds fed by
this system avoid having to use additional feed, produce higher quality (& value) beef and milk, and assist
biodiversity on their farms.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stephen Collingwood

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5542@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Annie Collins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:28:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Otago is an incredibly beautiful area, blessed in past decades with bountiful harvests and for that it needs to
retain the quality of its water and maintain the health of its people, its livestock, its food stocks and its
ecosystem.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai and will tackle the climate crisis

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils need to phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Annie Collins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6305@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Linc Conard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:59:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Linc Conard

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5863@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Bunty Condon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:27:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

DO NOT EVER ALLOW ANY POISONS IN ANY ENVIRONMENT OR WATERWAYS! In particular, 1080
and brodifacoum.   Please refer to all the accurate information here:  https://1080science.co.nz/

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bunty Condon

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6162@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz
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From: Sandra Condon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:58:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Do NOT EVER allow ANY other toxins/ poisons/ insecticides/ herbicides/ glysophate/ etc. to pollute
environments or waterways.  ESPECIALLY NOT  1080 and brodifacoum!  These poisons are far worse for
detrimental effects on people, ecology, livestock & pet deaths and long term damage on the environment!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sandra Condon

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6130@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Krystine Connell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:16:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Krystine Connell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6151@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Nadine Connock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:56:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your
Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying and agrichemicals are a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want
rivers, lakes and drinking water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution -
like intensive dairying and forestry weed management and agricultural sprays.

Otago Regional Council has failed to protect their residents with the contamination of lead in drinking water
supplies. Here is your chance to regain public trust and act ethically and in best practice to remedy the
pollutants and safeguard against future contamination.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to an immediate moratorium on aerial spraying and knapsack application of glyphosate based
herbicides and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and other
persistent organic pollutants

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream. Also accumulative impacts of Agrichemical discharges and run off.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Agrichemicals, Intensive dairying and synthetic
nitrogen fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing
links between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel
cancer, the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nadine Connock

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6338@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mary conti
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:57:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mary conti

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5764@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Steve Cook
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:25:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Last summer I was at a place which  30 years ago had only beef and sheep farming, but is now mostly dairy
farms.  In the clean river I once swam in, the rocks were covered with green slime.  Please take action to care
for our waterways.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Steve Cook

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6451@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Peter Cooke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:50:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Peter Cooke

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5620@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Deryn Cooper
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:44:05 p.m.

Kia ora
We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

In the world now, one of the major challenges for us is and will increasingly be, the creation, storage and use of
fresh clean water. It is likely that wars will be fought over water. With global warming frighteningly getting
worse instead of staying level, water is  more precious than gold.
Please do what you can to protect this crucial resource - it is of the highest priority. I join others in asking that
the Otago Regional Council will:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Deryn Cooper

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5600@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Nigel Cooper
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:39:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have seen salmon struggling and dying in the Waitaki river. Please help them by monitoring both water levels
and purity. I have seen dairying expand and multiply but the pellets imported to feed the cows means ruined
land and lives in Papua. Forests everywhere should not be cut down but encouraged both for the welfare of
nature and the welfare of humans. Our farmers making greater profits is like the British traders making more
profits by using the Slave Trade. Thank God that was ended. So should be our use of artificial fertilisers if they
come from raping other countries' land.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nigel Cooper

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6105@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lou Cootes
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:53:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lou Cootes

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6048@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Angelina Coriani
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:21:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angelina Coriani

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5827@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Pablo Cortez
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:38:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pablo Cortez

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5785@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Simon Cosgrove
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Thank for considering the other options available to management of water ways.

Kindest regards

   Simon Cosgrove

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Simon Cosgrove

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5634@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Michelle Cottingham
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:46:31 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michelle Cottingham

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5756@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margaret Cottle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:42:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is for all life on Earth, not just people. It is important that the Otago Regional Council sets a high
standard for others to aspire to. We need to keep our water standards free from further deterioration - and to
improve them. Working with nature and understanding it is essential.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to We must help mitigate the
climate crisis and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Cottle

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6110@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: William Cottrell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:08:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is quite unimaginable that this has occurred because everything is monetized. Businesses seem to come before
the environment.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

William Cottrell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5985@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jeremy Cox
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:15:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Cox

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5730@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Paul Cragg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:05:19 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

I often visit Otago for holidays, and I am really concerned about the decline in water quality across the South
Island. Please help make sure that the Otago rivers are clean and safe for swimming. So your Regional Policy
Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water,
and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Otago can get really hot in Summer, so cooling off in a lake or a river is now dangerous rather than a delight.
Please keep your water swimmable.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paul Cragg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6510@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sven Craw
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:40:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sven Craw

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6519@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Holly Crawford
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:20:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Holly Crawford

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5805@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Bianca Crichton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:25:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bianca Crichton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6462@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jasmine Crichton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:26:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Crichton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6266@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jasmine Crichton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:27:00 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Crichton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6267@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jeremy Crichton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:41:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a keen fly fisherman for over 20 years and I have seen a marked deterioration of our waterways over that
time so the way we have been managing our water up till does not safeguard this resource going forward. I have
seen the change with my own eyes and before too long we will have lost our most precious resource forever.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Crichton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6456@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Dianne Crooks
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:15:32 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I would like my Grandchildren to be able to enjoy clean healthy water

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dianne Crooks

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6081@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Anita Cross
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:27:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Drinking water is something all people need. We have used a filter system in our house to improve the quality
for years.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anita Cross

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6207@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Toni Crowther
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:37:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Toni Crowther

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6365@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Annette Cumming
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:39:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life. Please in all coscince do everything possible to ensure that our precious waters do no suffe further
degradation and indeed that they are able to return to a more natural and safe condition for drinking and
swimming.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Annette Cumming

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6106@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sel Currie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:44:37 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sel Currie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6044@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jackie Curtis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:30:11 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jackie Curtis

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5554@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Katherine Dadley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:27:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Katherine Dadley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6097@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lindsey Dakin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:05:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Dakin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5797@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jake Dale
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jake Dale

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6035@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sally Dallas
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:32:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I join with all New Zealanders in supporting efforts to rejuvenate polluted waterways and the restoration of our
once clean rivers. Clean drinking water should be a fundamental necessity for all and also courageous initiatives
are needed to control toxic run off from unrestricted dairy farming practices.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sally Dallas

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6320@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gilly Darbey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:18:12 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

"Dont it always seem to go that you dont know what you've got 'til it's gone"
Otago has the chance to lead the country and show that we can put sustainability above profit.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gilly Darbey
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From: Ramon Das
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:24:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Nothing is more important to our health than clean fresh drinking water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ramon Das

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5682@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sumit Dasgupta
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:33:21 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sumit Dasgupta

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6210@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Daphne Dashfield
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:45:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Daphne Dashfield
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From: Mariaioanna Davi
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:04:31 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mariaioanna Davi

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5821@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: John Davidson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:35:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

as a child i had holidays in lake waihola it was great swimming fishing boating.now i'm told its terribly
polluted.how could you let this happen?come on council get your act together.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Davidson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6022@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Tim Davies
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:38:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tim Davies

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5784@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Fleur Davis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:22:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Fleur Davis

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6202@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rosie Davison
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:33:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rosie Davison

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5892@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Colleen Dawber
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:14:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Colleen Dawber

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5888@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Irene De forges
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:28:39 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Irene De forges

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5689@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Bert De jong
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bert De jong

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5522@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Klarie De Jong
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Klarie De Jong

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5526@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Max De Lacey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:51:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a person at risk of bowel cancer I empathise with similar people in your district and implore you to have a
strict limit and enforcement policy on nitrogen fertiliser.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Max De Lacey

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6367@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nina De Ronde
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nina De Ronde

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6011@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kristin De Sousa
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is the essence of life - we need to protect it for everyone . Pretty simple stuff really, so please act
accordingly. That's what you signed up for as a council. Many thanks for your efforts in advance! Kristin

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kristin De Sousa
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From: Renae De Vries
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:52:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

You can not keep the water clean by raising the level of allowed concentrations. We have to take active
measurements to have fresh and clean drinking water in NZ. We are far behind with our standards comparing to
the European countries.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Renae De Vries
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From: David Deakins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:50:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Hi
Just a short message to encourage more regulation on destructive farming practices.
As a freshwater fisherman of long standing I’ve seen the slow but steady decline in water volume and purity of
South Island rivers
Farming should not have such disappointing outcomes for our rivers, lakes and most importantly our drinking
water

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

David Deakins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5707@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Christina Degendorfer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:32:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christina Degendorfer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6422@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Peter Delarue
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Encourage regenerative farming

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Peter Delarue

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5495@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wayne Dellabarca
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 9:44:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water fo. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals
across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wayne Dellabarca

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6549@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Wayne Dellabarca
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 10:05:30 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our way of life. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people
and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I would love to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside
waterways, and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core
so it can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairy farming is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and
drinking water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive
dairying.

Run-off of chemicals being used on farms can take years to show up in our waterways. It is imperative that we
make moves now to stop this happening, either by planting of trees or reduction of harmful chemicals. Perhaps
farmers could be encouraged to plant all boarders of their farm or wet areas as it has been proven that trees are
beneficial in improving soil and will provide shade for the animals - less stress,so better milk production. Trees
will also help in less water loss due to evaporation.
We need water and we need clean water please.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wayne Dellabarca

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6551@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Petra Demmers
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:34:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Petra Demmers

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6380@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Béatrice Demoulins de riols
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:53:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Béatrice Demoulins de riols

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5710@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: yo detemmerman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:02:00 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

yo detemmerman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6406@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Lyndon Devantier
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:11:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Dear Councillors,
as an ecologist I am writing to you to urge you respectfully to act for present and future generations in working
to improve the quality of fresh waters in both rural and urban centres. Rurally, demonstrably foolish and short-
sighted decisions, many at national level in the past few decades, have enabled the spread of high input
industrial agriculture, notably dairying, into inappropriate regions. In urban areas, our water infrastructure,
including waste water treatment plants, require urgent work to minimize pollution, from micro-plastics to
nutrients and also disease risks. We have been remiss in our attention to these crucial issues for our future, and I
do hope and trust that you will do all in your power to address them.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lyndon Devantier

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6330@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ruby Dewhurst
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:42:12 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ruby Dewhurst

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5590@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Brian Dey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:59:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Born and bred in Dunedin. Family holidayed all over Otago. Loved the place. Swam in ponds and rivers. Hiked
the hills. Drank the water. Skated on the ice. Surfed at St Clair. Tramped at Tarras. Biked the Trail.
You and I know the water has deteriorated. We know there are steps that can be taken to fix water quality. You
have the status, authority, and wisdom to repair that weakened quality. The public want it. You represent them.
Do it!    

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brian Dey

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6195@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: MCarmen Diaz
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

MCarmen Diaz

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5636@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Judy Dick
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:40:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Judy Dick

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6031@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Tania Diedericks
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:18:22 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I buy mostly organic food for my family and filter our water. I would like to be able to drink any water without
needing to filter it.  It starts with clean un polluted water.
Thank youfor ensuring a healthier way.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tania Diedericks

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5734@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jennifer Dill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:52:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please protect our fresh water by moving N.Z from intensive dairy farming to regenerative organic farming. Our
rivers and lakes need to be well protected from Nitrate contamination.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Dill

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6275@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jean Dixon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:19:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Health and well-being of human beings
Healthy habitat for fish

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jean Dixon

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6234@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Greg Dodds
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:07:05 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I don't live in Otago but for any Kiwi your decision is important – the whole country has similar problems, and
what you decide affects us all really. The decisions of each Regional Council are not independent of each other
– borders are only drawn on paper.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Greg Dodds

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6228@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Margaret Dods
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:04:22 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Dods

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6063@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Margaret Dods
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:04:23 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Dods

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6062@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margaret Dods
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:04:23 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Dods

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6064@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margaret Dods
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:04:24 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Dods

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6065@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margaret Dods
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:04:25 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Dods

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6061@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Stewart Doherty
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:10:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Investment into sustainable farming has a long term return for New Zealand that will bring reduced health costs,
higher quality of lifestyle, financial and resource independence and much more.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stewart Doherty

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5987@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Dinah Dolamore
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:12:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We used to take our children to rivers and lakes for summer recreation and fun. However my children can no
longer do this because our so many of our waterways are not safe to swim or be in.
New Zealand's overseas reputation for clean and green is no longer deserved. Please be strong in making the
necessary changes to reverse the pollution of our waterways.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dinah Dolamore

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5920@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Andrea Douglas
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:55:16 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrea Douglas

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5637@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Warren Drake
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:56:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Warren Drake

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6276@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carolyn Dreaver
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Dreaver

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5934@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carolyn Dreaver
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Dreaver

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5935@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Stewart Dromgool
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:59:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stewart Dromgool
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From: Chris Drumright
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:20 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris Drumright

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5544@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wayne Duncan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I remember as a child swimming and fishing in streams. It is a pity this is often not safe any more.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wayne Duncan
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From: Judy Dunkley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 4:19:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Judy Dunkley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6501@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kevin Dunn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:18:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of this pollution.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kevin Dunn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5889@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Reuben Durent
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:50:13 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Reuben Durent
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From: Michael Dymond
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:20:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Having just had a week holiday in Otago and the opportunity to see the change in development of land from
natural to urbanised and grassland use, i now consider that it is time to take urgent action to ensure the future
health of all the water bodies, lakes and rivers.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Dymond
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From: Brent Eagle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:26:12 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brent Eagle
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From: Marilyn Eales
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:22:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I want to see the freshwater rivers and lakes safe fo swim in. I have high hopes that we can once again drink
water from our freshwater streams just as we were able to do many years ago.I would like to see all children
enjoying the freedom without fear of contamination of being able to swim in our rivers and drink from
freshwater streams just as I had the great fortune to do so as a child.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Eales
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From: Tammy Eaton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:24:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please can we all start being proactive in response to climate change. We react to an immediate threat like
Covid and throw colossal resources at it.

Likewise the integrity of our water  supply is vital to human survival.

Where is the fear and anxiety that should drive you  as our regional council to nurture and protect this vital
resource.

Please try and address our water issues with the immediacy that you would should Covid be present

Nitrates at current levels are a direct risk to human health. Elevated nitrates are significantly  correlatied  with
bowel cancer  Our region has very high rates of bowel cancer. At the very least we should take a precautionary
principle.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5806@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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Sincerely,

Tammy Eaton



From: Caroline Edgar
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:37:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am specifically deeply concerned about the level of nitrates in drinking water and their connection to bowel
cancer.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Caroline Edgar
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From: Pat Edgar
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:59:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pat Edgar

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5642@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Karen Edney
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:40:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is basically "LIFE" and if it is contaminated then our life is contaminated.And you would have to say life
as we know it is contaminated. To see rivers filled with slimy algae and death all around is life crushing.
We now know without question too many cows and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser are causing nitrate
pollution to seep off the land into rivers,lakes and our drinking water. Please can the Otago Regional Council
take a stand prioritise the health of our water and bring in strong,clear policies and be a leader to show the way
to clean up our dirty ways of polluting our land and our planet.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karen Edney
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From: Daniel Ekenberg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:08:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ekenberg
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From: Debra Ellis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:13:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of
ecosystems,diversity,people and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on
freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.  My grandchildren deserve a
future where they can swim in our local waters as I did as a child.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I would like to see an Otago where we can still fish, swim, cook and drink of the fresh waters that come down
from the mountains.  If our export markets are to be taken seriously then we need to realize the world wants
good, ethical, healthy products that have not destroyed ecosystems and waterways, ethical farming will be the
future.  With the importing of fertilizers we are slowly but surely destroying the earth, waters and system that
produces these products, short term gains are not wise in todays climate of uncertainty.
  I beg the council to be the countries leading voice on water and its security, health and well being and not just
an industrial product to get this all to market.
  Without water nothing can survive so surely protecting its well being is urgent and of the top most priority
before all is lost.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,
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Debra Ellis



From: June Ellis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:53:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

June Ellis
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From: Bronwyn Elsmore
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:39:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bronwyn Elsmore
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From: Elizabeth Elsworth
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:49:19 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Why should small group of diary farmers profit so much by farming in detrimental ways damage the quality of
water for the majority of New Zealanders now and in generations to come? What is the sense in this? Why
aren't there more controls put in place? It seems that the til is wagging the dog.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Elsworth
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From: Harriet Elworthy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Harriet Elworthy
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From: Ayla Emmerson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:23:27 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ayla Emmerson
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From: Dean Emmerson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:38 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

NZ needs to protect wildlife and manage water supply and purity so policies that enhance these objectives is
critical not only to Otago's reputation but NZ's also, with an eye on leading the world in this.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dean Emmerson
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From: Victoria Empson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:44:09 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Why should we put up with the pollution of intensive dairying just so a few can profit from exporting milk
products? Please put people and the environment ahead of short term profits!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Victoria Empson
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From: Angelika Engels
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:50:39 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angelika Engels

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5615@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rintje (Ron) Esselbrugge
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:45:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rintje (Ron) Esselbrugge

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5949@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nathalie Eulry
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:37:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nathalie Eulry

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5699@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jo Evans
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:28:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jo Evans

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6237@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Frances Everard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:19:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Frances Everard

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6201@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maria Fahey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:12:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maria Fahey

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5728@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jenny Fairbrother
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:42:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jenny Fairbrother

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6109@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Michael Fairhurst
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:00:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My family is doing it's part as much as we possibly can, in fact it is a very effective way of preserving our
environment. We are Vegan!
This is quite expensive for us to live like this, nothing is government subsidised! Not like dairy and animal
agriculture.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Fairhurst

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5907@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nigel Fannin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:34:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

With 6 times the amount of synthetic fertilizers applied since 1990 we need to act now to protect future
generations.  This has to reduce significantly to help the health of our rivers, streams and aquifers.  Please act
now for the sake of all.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nigel Fannin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6242@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Emmanuel Fardoulis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:07:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

With layovers with work as a QANTAS flight attendant, I always been able to drink the safe tap water, let's
keep it the way.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Thank you for your urgent time and urgent action taken on this vital matter.

Sincerely,

Emmanuel Fardoulis
efardoulis@hotmail.com
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From: Anne Fassin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anne Fassin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5628@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Angela Ferrari
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:15:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angela Ferrari
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From: Riccardo Ferriani
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:27:31 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Riccardo Ferriani

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5538@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Anne Finlay
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:04:23 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

waterways that enter our coastal waters need to be clean. The Hoiho ( Yellow Eyed Penguin) are the most
threatened penguin in the world and are declining in numbers. Coastal water pollution may be playing a part in
this

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis and
prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anne Finlay

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5978@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Elizabeth Finlayson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:11:19 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Just do it!,

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Finlayson
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From: Bryan Fitzgerald
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:05:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bryan Fitzgerald
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From: Neil Fitzgerald
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:53:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Neil Fitzgerald
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From: Neil Fitzgerald
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:55:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Neil Fitzgerald

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5965@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Patricia FitzGerald
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:03:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Patricia FitzGerald
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From: Lisa Fitzgibbon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:13:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lisa Fitzgibbon
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From: Elisa Fogliacco
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:33:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elisa Fogliacco
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From: Sandra Fogliani
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:07:16 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sandra Fogliani
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From: Benson Fong
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:16:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please help keep the water  clean and unpolluted for all Otago.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Benson Fong
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From: Nico Font
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:16:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nico Font
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From: Bryan Forde
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is critical to all life and to our good health. Please clean up our waterways, rivers, and lakes. Stop the
pollution. Thankyou.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bryan Forde
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From: Lorna Forgus
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:37:14 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am concerned about the health hazards that impure water can cause to humans. Please make clean water your
first priority.  Thank you. From someone who cares about the human race.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lorna Forgus

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6518@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rodney Forlong
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:23:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rodney Forlong

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6073@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Janet Forman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:15:20 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Janet Forman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6295@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Christelle Fortuny
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 1:41:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christelle Fortuny

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6539@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lorraine Foster
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:45:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The earth is all we have!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Foster

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6185@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wendy Fowler
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:37:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As the New Zealand population is increasing each year in great numbers, it is essential that our drinking water
remains at the very highest standard to keep us all healthy, as we deserve. Thank you for respecting our
concerns.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wendy Fowler

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5568@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Hemi Fox
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:51:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Regional Councils need to start doing action activities to prevent any further polution.
Dairy has had its own way far to long. There needs to be a water charge on every river intake or well bores. The
next think a Regional Council needs to do is TAX Nitrogen Fertilisers. This way the USER pays for pollution.
This way the extra tax can be used for cleaning up our waterway. Kia Ora Nui, Hemi Fox.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Hemi Fox

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6290@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rae Fox
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:18:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rae Fox

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5856@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dalibor Franceski
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:04:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dalibor Franceski

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5885@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Franceska Francina
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:08:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Franceska Francina

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6329@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jez Francis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:52:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is the staff of life. We are abusing it. This will kill us all eventually if we do not stop. It is not rocket
science. Please do what you know is the right thing. Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jez Francis
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From: Brendon Frater
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:37:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am an avid fly fisher and New Zealands rivers are incredibly important to me. Otago is known for its pristine
rivers and and brown trout. International and national anglers travel there to see these clear rivers with large
trout. Fly fishing anglers have seen over the past few decades the degradation of rivers across the country and
loss of these pristine environments due to taking too much water for irrigation or sediment and nitrogen runoff.
Please set an example by setting strong freshwater regulation for Otago and New Zealand.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brendon Frater
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From: Wayne Fredricson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:35:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

A licence to put any additive to land is required. And practical science needs to be applied, we know what
works best & it isn't the present system. A move towards organic farming will be a good starting point.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wayne Fredricson
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From: Dr. Hildegard Friedeborn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:54:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dr. Hildegard Friedeborn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5715@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Emily Friedlander
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:18:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Emily Friedlander

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5673@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Heather Fritz
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 12:08:05 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Heather Fritz

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6564@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Manel Fuentes
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Manel Fuentes

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5496@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Michael Fullam
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:46:30 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Fullam

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5755@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Cris Fulton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:42:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cris Fulton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5700@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Annie Fyfe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:28:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Annie Fyfe
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From: Mary Gagan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:45:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mary Gagan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5950@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nawar Gailani
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:46:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nawar Gailani
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From: Ailison Gaitens
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:24:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean, fresh water is vital to our health and well-being. A large perentage of our bodies is mad eup of water. No
water means death for every living thing on this planet. Save th eplanet's water. Save us.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ailison Gaitens
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From: Raul Garcia
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:27:15 p.m.

Para el Consejo Regional de Otago, todos dependemos de agua dulce y limpia para nuestra supervivencia. Les
pido que den prioridad a la salud de los ecosistemas, las personas y los animales en todo Otago cuando adopten
su Declaración de Política Regional sobre el agua dulce. Quiero ver un Otago donde los ríos corran claros y
limpios, las plantas y animales nativos prosperen junto a los cursos de agua, y el agua potable sea segura. La
Declaración de Política Regional debe mantener la salud del agua en su núcleo para que pueda informar planes
sólidos para limpiar y proteger el agua, y crear un clima seguro para todos. La Declaración de Política Nacional
sobre el agua dulce dice que el te mana o te wai debe preservarse, lo que significa que los ríos, lagos, arroyos,
humedales y agua potable deben ser protegidos. Sabemos que la lechería intensiva es un factor clave de la
contaminación del agua y el clima. Si queremos que los ríos, los lagos y el agua potable sean
 saludables para las generaciones venideras, tenemos que abordar las fuentes de contaminación, como la
lechería intensiva.

Pido al Consejo Regional de Otago que: - Ponga en primer lugar el te mana o te wai, de modo que todos los
demás objetivos de la Declaración de Política Regional se basen en la prioridad de cuidar el agua y mantenerla
sana - Comprometerse a eliminar gradualmente los fertilizantes nitrogenados sintéticos y reducir las tasas de
siembra de vacas - dos cosas que son incompatibles con la protección del te mana o te wai - Abordar la crisis
climática reduciendo las tasas de almacenamiento de vacas y eliminando gradualmente los fertilizantes
nitrogenados sintéticos. - Consideremos los efectos acumulativos de la contaminación, como la lechería
intensiva y el exceso de fertilizantes nitrogenados sintéticos, en lugar de simplemente en cada cuenca
individual. Lo que sucede aguas arriba afecta a las personas, las plantas y los animales aguas abajo. - Actuar de
acuerdo con el plan nacional, que identifica límites basados en impactos ambientales. Para ello, los
ayuntamientos deben
 eliminar gradualmente los fertilizantes nitrogenados sintéticos. - Aplicar el principio de precaución a la gestión
del agua dulce. La lechería intensiva y los fertilizantes nitrogenados sintéticos tienen efectos a largo plazo sobre
el agua, el clima y la salud humana. Con las investigaciones emergentes que muestran vínculos entre la
contaminación por nitratos de la lechería intensiva en el agua potable y los efectos en la salud como el cáncer de
intestino, el Consejo debe actuar ahora para proteger la salud de nuestras comunidades. - Invertir en una
agricultura ecológica regenerativa que trabaje con la naturaleza, no contra ella, para ayudar a mitigar la crisis
climática y prevenir la degradación del agua. Atentamente: Raúl García
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From: Richard Gardiner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:00:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Although i am in the North Island, I  am a frequent visitor to the beautiful South.My amazing Mother was born
and raised in Christchurch.
Please let us start to restore our fantastic waterways for future generations in a real way.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Richard Gardiner
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From: Brian Gardner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:53:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brian Gardner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6047@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: James Gardner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:58:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need to be able to enjoy our rivers, now and always. Too often we can't swim or even waded in local rivers.
Rivers my wife grew up swimming in we can not take our kids too. This is really sad because swimming in
rivers is a beautiful thing.

We also need clean rivers for all the plants and animals that rely on them for somewhere to live. And we rely on
them for drinking and cleaning.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

James Gardner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6405@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Joy Garnett
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:13:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joy Garnett

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6144@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Anne Garrett
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:29:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is essential to life. Without clean water, Otago cannot thrive.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anne Garrett

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6393@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Julie Gengo
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:25:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Fresh water is a human right.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Julie Gengo

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5829@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Hristo Gergovski
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:22:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Hristo Gergovski

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5928@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Andrew Giess
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:50:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Fresh water is probably one of the most important developments we have and i hope you agree with me that its
a necessity in these very uncertain times where global warming is going to stretch our resources and
imagination in ways never thought of before.Len Stagg postmaster in Dunedin before the war whilst part of the
NZ royal navy,my father in law would be amazed at the progress made and as voted in the  Joe Savage govt of
1935 delighted in the way to Put te mana o te wai first.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrew Giess

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5621@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Fiona Gilbert
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:19:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Fiona Gilbert

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6517@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jes Gilbert
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:06:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jes Gilbert

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6374@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nicky Gilkison
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:53:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I want to know that my grandchildren and their grandchildren (at least) will be able to drink from and swim in
our rivers, streams and lakes as I and my forebears have done. Clean water, living soil and fresh air; inseparable
from each other and paramount to our health.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nicky Gilkison
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From: Hunter Gillies
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:49:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Hunter Gillies

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6120@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Yvonne Yvonne Gilmore
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:16:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Studies have shown, definitively, that taking sustainable action pays for itself many times over. With clean
water, the benefits seem obvious, but perhaps this is why we take them for granted. We don't taste nitrates in
water, but we know that they cause bowel cancer, of which we have dismayingly high numbers in NZ. The
nitrates are from run off into our drinking water. To improve health and productivity, we have to find better
ways of farming, to protect water, land, nature and people.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Yvonne Gilmore
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From: Oriane Gisquet
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:41:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Oriane Gisquet

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6182@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Perri Glass
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:41:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Perri Glass

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6245@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mark Glasser
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:48:02 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Glasser

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5610@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Matthew Gleeson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:57:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Matthew Gleeson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5816@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Matthew Gleeson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:57:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Matthew Gleeson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5817@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sarah Godliman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:55:15 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sarah Godliman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5793@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Marc Goldsmith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:21:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Otago Regional Council is the first Council in the country to put together these policies regarding the was that
we use and look after freshwater. It will set a precedent for other Councils around the country when it comes
time for them to pull theirs together. That is why it's so important that the Otago Regional Council takes the
damage being done to our freshwater by intensive dairying seriously, and actively does something to protect
this natural treasure we are so lucky to have.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marc Goldsmith

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6281@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jennifer Gooding
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:39:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gooding

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5750@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: John Goodrich
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:53:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Goodrich

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6046@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Michael Gould
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:26:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Sheep farming was the mainstay of NZ agriculture for generations and we now know it is a much less
environmentally harmful thing to be doing.  Let's get our farmers to return to the sheep and say goodbye to the
cow!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Gould

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6377@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Guenther Granitzer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:23:11 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Guenther Granitzer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6301@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nathan Graves
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:16:39 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nathan Graves

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5481@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Yvonne Gray
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:28:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water, fresh air and sunlight, all being threatened by mans greed. Please look at the total picture and do the
right thing for our future generations. I despare that the pollution of our glorious God given planet may alreay
be too late, but NZ has led the way before and I hope it's not too late to do it again. Farmers will need to be
worked with and educated and helped to see the big picture, but it must happen or we lose our unique ecosystem
forever. Without clean waterways every part of our country is affected, our birdlife, our population especially
children and of course Tourism. We are no longer clean and green as the advertising used to say. We all need to
help and do our part. Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Gray
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From: Kirsten Green
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:25:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Green

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5687@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Les Green
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:39:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Les Green

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6204@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lorraine Green
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:21:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Green

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6155@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mary Green
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:08:20 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mary Green

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6199@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nicole Greene
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:18:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nicole Greene

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5890@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Philip Greene
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:34:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Philip Greene

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6310@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Alex Greenwood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:46:28 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

-Generally stop being dickwads and spare a single second to actually thinking about the future

Sincerely,

Alex Greenwood

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5703@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Peter Gregory
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:45:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Peter Gregory

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6113@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Anne Grey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:27:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please act as soon as possible to reinstate clean water throughout the Otago region. This is a necessary step in
the healing of our planet. Without clean water the planet cannot sustain itself long term and humans, who are to
blame, do not have much more time to rehabilitate our natural resources. Our children and grandchildren
deserve a clean healthy water source and natural environment.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anne Grey

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6095@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Cheryl Grice
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:14:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Grice

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5466@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Joanne Gumbrell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:53:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joanne Gumbrell
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From: Giampietro Gumiero
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:45:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Giampietro Gumiero
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From: Jason Gunn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:29:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

One of the most obvious things there is in this life is that we need clean water, we also need to protect NZ's
greatest assets, our clean green image and our wonderful environment that generates billions of dollars in
tourism revenue. Destroy our assets and all that will be gone, for your children and mine. And you will always
be remember for what you did not do to stop the madness.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jason Gunn
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From: Branden Gunst
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:50:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Branden Gunst
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From: Trixie Gurney
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:14:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I cam to N Z. 16 years ago and the first thing I noticed was the very large herds of cattle I saw. They were
fenced into a small area. Not like the cattle in the U.K. it concerned me that the cattle could not get enough feed.
I was then told how it was managed but I still didn’t like it but I could do nothing about it. Please help us to get
back to a more normal way to live

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Trixie Gurney
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From: John Hacking
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:13:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have children and grandchildren who deserve to have a New Zealand with lean sparkling water in our rivers
without high and dangerous nitrate levels. Give them a future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Hacking
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From: John Hacking
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:13:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have children and grandchildren who deserve to have a New Zealand with lean sparkling water in our rivers
without high and dangerous nitrate levels. Give them a future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Hacking
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From: Monica Haddad
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:16:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Monica Haddad
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From: Jason Haggerty
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 11:24:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jason Haggerty
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From: Heather Hall
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:51:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Heather Hall
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From: Justine Halliday
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:49:15 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Now is your chance to set a precedent and lead NZ and our tamariki of the future into a safer future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Justine Halliday
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From: Noel Hamilton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:27:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Get rid of filthy dead holesoff farms far too long youve turned a blind eye.. Stop urea use and return to
regenerative farming for the sake of future generations. P

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Noel Hamilton
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From: Maya Hammarsal
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:23:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Even though we don't live in Otago, we visit often and we'd like to drink clean water when we are there.  Over
and above our selfish desires it is vital that we keep waterways and water systems clean and free of pollutants
that can harm us but definitely harm the environment.  It's a no brainer we need fresh clean water and so does
every other animal and plant we share this environment with.  Please do not compromise the health of our
environment and selves to pander to the few who want to ruin it.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maya Hammarsal
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From: Doreen Hancock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:08:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Dirty water means illness and disease.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Doreen Hancock
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From: Roswitha Hanowski
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:55:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Roswitha Hanowski
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From: Glenys Hansen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:37:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is an imperative We care about our land, our world and need to stop the degradation in the name of
progress.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Glenys Hansen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5564@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tim Harding
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:57:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

If water goes unprotected in Otago, it can happen in Canterbury or Marlborough or anywhere in Aotearoa New
Zealand. Let’s not set that kind of precedent.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tim Harding

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6524@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Anthony Harris
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Prioritise protection of freshwater endemic aquatic animals and plants, and, endemic biodiversity. Work much
more actively to halt ramped-up dairying from current increasing polluting of our fresh water - streams and
rivers.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anthony Harris

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5635@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jocelyn Harris
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:56:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jocelyn Harris

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6388@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jon Harris
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:07:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jon Harris

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5918@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Patricia Hart
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hart

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5524@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kevin Harty
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:26:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kevin Harty

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6333@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Edina Hatvani
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:09:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Edina Hatvani

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5664@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Christine Hauenstein
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:06:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

To sustain all life on earth we need healthy water that is free of contaminants, i.e. synthetic fertilisers,animal
effluents and toxins like Glyphosate and 1080.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christine Hauenstein

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5768@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Philip Hayler
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 9:17:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Philip Hayler

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6548@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Taryn Haynes
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:31:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The earth is running out of precious resources, we need to do all we can to protect what we have

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Taryn Haynes

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5556@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Margaret Hazelton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:20:15 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is the most basic of human needs. Current farming methods appear to.be responsible for damaging
this by the use of certain fertilizers and cattle husbandry. By diversifying farming can still prosper whilst
making a positive contribution  to the nation's health

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hazelton
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From: Alex Heaphy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:15:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My father has lived in Otago for 25 years and has suffered from his bowel cancer, while it is uncertain what
caused this, I would hate another person to endure what he has, or worse due to poor drinking water quality.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alex Heaphy
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From: Elissa Hearn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elissa Hearn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6038@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Elissa Hearn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elissa Hearn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6034@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Seb Heath-johnson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:01:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Seb Heath-johnson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6132@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Alison Hedges
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:40:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alison Hedges

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5581@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Greg Hedges
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:40:22 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Greg Hedges

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5578@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Julz Henderson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Julz Henderson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5932@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kelsey Henderson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:54:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Henderson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5902@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sissiel Henderson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:56:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean fresh water is the essence of good health. Mother nature has been dangerously tampered with by greed of
mankind.  Don't leave a poisoned world for our future generations. Help earth become a place for all living
things to grow and live with nature.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sissiel Henderson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5716@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Alana Hendrickson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:14:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alana Hendrickson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5774@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Joerg Hennig
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:27:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joerg Hennig

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6164@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kathleen Henning
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:42:12 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

What type of world do you want to live in? What world are we creating? I don't want to live in a weird
apocalypse where we've polluted our water and destroyed our beautiful country in the name of corporate greed.
How will the decisions that we make today look to future generations? What will they say about us? That we
sold our land and our water to corporations, or that we protected it?

It's up to all of us to do the right thing. Every single one of us.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Henning
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From: Adam Hepburn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:34:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Adam Hepburn
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From: Ron Hepworth
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 3:42:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

water .... for us and the world around us ... all living things is a fundamental RIGHT ... not a disposable,
marketable commodity
we ... being all of pour whanau call on you to set the precedent
Ron and whanau

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ron Hepworth
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From: Bunty Condon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:27:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

DO NOT EVER ALLOW ANY POISONS IN ANY ENVIRONMENT OR WATERWAYS! In particular, 1080
and brodifacoum.   Please refer to all the accurate information here:  https://1080science.co.nz/

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bunty Condon

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6162@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz
https://1080science.co.nz/


From: John Higgins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:24:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Without providing clean water for the citizens of New Zealand  you run the risk of serious illnesses it’s the duty
of all councils to provide this necessity of life

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Higgins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6236@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Richard Hill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:08:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Richard Hill

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6077@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Geoffrey Hinds
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:12:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Hello, I am from Auckland but have visited Otago a number of times. I understand your regional council is the
first in the nation to adopt a freshwater policy, hence the submission. I do listen to 'Country Life' on RNZ
National and am encouraged by the accounts of farmers seeking to care for the environment. This is a plea to
give them support by setting the trend for the environment and every one's health.
                 Thank you, Geoffrey

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Hinds

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6261@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Craig Hines
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:49:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Craig Hines

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6535@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Christian Hipp
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:10:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christian Hipp

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6391@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Tyler Hippolite
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tyler Hippolite

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5494@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Geoffry Hirose
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:40:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Geoffry Hirose

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5582@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Fred Hirst
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:22:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

 I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your
Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see Aotearoa, including Otago, where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive
alongside waterways, and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water
at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe sustainable climate for
all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We all have a responsibility to protect and respect our environment for future generations rather than plunder
resources and irreparably damage ecosystems.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Fred Hirst

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6299@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Linda Hodson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:15:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is as important as clean air - without it every living thing suffers- and that includes our planet. It's
time to heal the wounds we have inflicted upon our home. Hurry up & clean up the water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Linda Hodson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5994@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Heidi Hoeg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:28:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Heidi Hoeg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5781@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Emma Hoey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:57:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Emma Hoey

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6055@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Mads Hoff
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:22:14 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mads Hoff

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5738@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Cornelia Hofstaetter
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:45:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cornelia Hofstaetter

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5789@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Bob Hokke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:23:08 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bob Hokke

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5515@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Virginia Holland
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My father grew up in Central Otago, he has seen first hand how much the rivers have changed in his lifetime.
Please remember that the decisions we make today will affect not only us but the generations to come.

This means making the bold choices of phasing out intensive dairy farming and supporting new regenerative
farming practices.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Virginia Holland

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5651@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Virginia Holland
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My father grew up in Central Otago, he has seen first hand how much the rivers have changed in his lifetime.
Please remember that the decisions we make today will affect not only us but the generations to come.

This means making the bold choices of phasing out intensive dairy farming and supporting new regenerative
farming practices.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Virginia Holland

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5652@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Andrew Holliday
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrew Holliday

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5520@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mark Hollinrake
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:20:23 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Hollinrake

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5680@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Amber Hollins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:54:20 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I’d also like you to look at why fluoride being added to drinking/tap water is banned in many country’s but not
here in NZ. We want our people healthy & well and exposed to toxicity as less as possible.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Amber Hollins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6053@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rachael Holloway
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:23:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rachael Holloway

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6002@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Delphine Holman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:03:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please consider investing in regenerative organic farming to grow this sector for the health of the country ncthe
world
There is no business - even the intensive farming that makes a profit today and is underway right now - in a
dead environment; the model of intensive farming is already poisoning its own base and cannot last.

The world enjoys NZ dairy products for sure - I do!- but as done at scale at this moment it can't continue; I
would enjoy smaller but better - knowing it was healthy food for the planet.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Delphine Holman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5724@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Yvonne Holmes
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:04:24 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We have a responsibility to hand on clean sustainable water resources for the generations following on from us
and to all other animal and plant species that depend on these same water resources but have little or no control
over the water and the damage people are doing to this shared environment.  This water does not belong to any
one group or species but needs to be protected for all to access these essential resources in a fair and equitable
manner.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Holmes

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6067@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Teresa Homan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:37:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I encourage the Otago regional council to be bold in their actions to protect our countries water in their region.
This water is our nation's natural heritage it is the life giving blood of our people. We have for too long taken it
for granted and exploited it as a never ending resource. It is a resource that we can utilises now and in the future
but only if we start to value it as it should be valued. We must put an end to devaluing it in far of the profit of a
few. Nz needs to stop and think how we can use this resource wisely for the benefit of all while preserving it
fas   fresh clean water  . Its quality should be the bases for all decisions made by council and government in
management of this precious resource.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Teresa Homan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5857@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sandie Horne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:06:40 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I don't live in Otago but who knows in the future and I would like to think that no matter where I choose to live
in Aotearoa, I would have access to clean water, whether drinking or in rivers.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sandie Horne
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From: Mairin Houston
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:33:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We cannot live without water - it needs to be cared for to keep it clean. It is one of the most precious things on
this planet.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mairin Houston

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5894@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Michael Howell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:13:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life, its a much bandied phrase but sick water is sick life, there is no doubt. Fresh and clean water is a
healthy area, country and planet.
Too many cows in the wrong places is making the country sick, please adjust policies that permit this
environmental injustice.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Howell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6344@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Faye Hudson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:24:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We owe it to the Earth to protect what nourishes us.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Faye Hudson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6450@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Martin Hudson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:00:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We, as a nation, must live up to 'clean green image'and insure that our river are safe to swim in, that there
ecosystems are protected and not abused by industrial dairying, and that our drinking water is safe and not
contaminated by agricultural runoff.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Martin Hudson
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From: Shanti Huebner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please do your best to help our country be as healthy and beautiful as we all know it has the potential to be!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shanti Huebner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6012@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Christopher john Hunt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christopher john Hunt

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5458@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Peter Hunt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 1:46:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

I don't live in Otago but have visited and stayed there many, many times with family and feel a strong
connection to Dunedin and Central. So I am asking you to give the health of water and the nature that relies on
it the care it deserves as if it were family. Without water nothing lives and without clean water both people and
animals get sick. I can remember a time when all the Otago waterways I visited were pristine ... my brother-in-
law was a keen trout fisherman. He would be appauled to see the state of our waterways now.

I'm taking time to write this because I want my mokopuna to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean,
native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways, and drinking water is safe. As a frequent visitor I'm
asking for the Regional Policy Statement to put the health of water at its centre so it gives a strong directive to
clean up and protect water..

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - for this to be more than
empty rhetoric and a token gesture it must be manifest in the Regional Plan and observed in Otago rivers, lakes,
streams, wetlands and drinking water..

I have lived through the transition from sheep to cows and the birth of intensive dairying in New Zealand. You
don't need to be a scientist to oberve the coincidence of waterway deterioration with the increase in cows ... its
patently obvious. What we now know is that intensive dairying is not only a key driver of water pollution but
also contributes (in no small way) to climate change - namely. methane gas.  If we want rivers, lakes and
drinking water to be healthy for now and the future, we need to address the sources of pollution - poor farming
and industrial practice.

I am asking that the Regional Polcy Statement:

- Puts te mana o te wai as its first priority and that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement link to
that overarching objective.

- Signals the phasing out of synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and keep dairy herds at a sustainable level consistent
with the capacity of the land's ability to maintain that level without reliance on synthetic fertilser.

- Recognises the National climate emergency and have a policy to reduce stocking levels (and methane
emissions) to match natural sequestration

- Takes a landscape and catchment wide approach that captures the cumulative effects of pollution and maintain
levels that are not damaging to our native fauna or the health of people who rely on clean water for drinking and
recreation.

- Reinforces the national plan and is bold in setting limits that genuinely improve environmental outcomes.

- Apply's the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Council has a duty of care and  science is now
showing links between polluted water and poor health outcomes including bowel cancer. Council has a
responsibility under the  Public Health Act to protect the health of our communities and water quality is a key
indicator of whether that responsibility is being upheld.

Sincerely,
Peter Hunt
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From: Kathleen Hunter
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 8:40:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have a strong attachment to Otago having lived for several years in Dunedin, also for a short while on Otago
Peninsula and near Port Chalmers. Otago could positively influence nation-wide action to ensure pure water for
all e.g. soil, plants, animals, humans. Regenerative farming can save farmers the expenses of buying damaging
fertilizers and feed supplements such as palm kernel extract. Regenerative farming restores depleted soils.
please be strong for pure refreshing water now and future.   

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hunter
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From: Charles Hurford
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:53:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Charles Hurford
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From: Iain Hush
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:23:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It appears to me that Dairy Farming today has become the latest fad to make a fortune, No longer enough to
make a good living, but are destroying the water for all, same as the Fishing Industry,feeding the World, while
Destroing the Fishing grounds for Tomorrow, not only taking the Produce off shore, but the added Wealth also.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Iain Hush
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From: Grace Hustwick
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:47:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Grace Hustwick
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From: Adrienne Hutchinson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:32:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Hutchinson
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From: Andrew Hutchison
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:35:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hutchison

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5563@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Shinichi Ikeda
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:12:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shinichi Ikeda

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5841@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Joan Inglis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:27:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Intensive dairying is a modern phenomen and conditions that cause additional stress and suffering to cattle often
result.A reduction in herd sizes and numbers will benefit not only the environment but be beneficial to animal
welfare.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joan Inglis

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6094@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tavama Ioannou
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

To the Otago Regional Council,

Fresh water is life! Fresh water is for All of us. For Nature for Humanity for animals. Fresh water is oxygen for
Humanity.
Thank you kindly!

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5497@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tavama Ioannou



From: Chris Isaacs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:24:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

You do not inherit this land from your elders, but merely loan it off your children. Look to the future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris Isaacs

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6161@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Chris Isaacs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:24:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

You do not inherit this land from your elders, but merely loan it off your children. Look to the future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris Isaacs

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6160@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: June Isaacs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:50:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

June Isaacs

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5706@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Takako Ishii kiefer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:59:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Takako Ishii kiefer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5882@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Paige Ivermee
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:04:38 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We have a reaponsibility to protect our water for future generations

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paige Ivermee

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5979@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Cathy Jackson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:26:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a resident of Central Otago for 50 years I have witnessed first hand the degradation of our local waterways.
Along with Giiardia  introduction ,the pollution of ‘down river’ has significantly changed the way local people
are able to  or choose not to access our waterways.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cathy Jackson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6264@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Hilary Jackson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 10:05:27 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Hilary Jackson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6552@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ivor Jackson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:02:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ivor Jackson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5767@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Louisa Jackson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:21 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Louisa Jackson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5545@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Peter Jackson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Peter Jackson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5527@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Paddy Jacobs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:01:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paddy Jacobs

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5972@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Geoff Jacobsen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:16:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Geoff Jacobsen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5483@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Denise Jacques
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:32:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Denise Jacques

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6379@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gerard Jak
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:39:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gerard Jak

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5573@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jennifer James
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:02:24 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water please

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer James

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5656@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Karen Jamieson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:19:05 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karen Jamieson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5675@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lidija Jarni
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:48:18 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lidija Jarni

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5611@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Annie Jefferson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:32:12 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I remember a time when Queenstown's tap water was chlorine free and people drank it out of preference. Until
the early 2000's the lakeshore was pristine--not an unsightly brown--you could even swim in Lake Hayes! I
realise we will always now have chlorine, but unchecked run off of waste from property development and from
farming has, over the years, had a detrimental effect 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Annie Jefferson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6241@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Graeme And Jane Jeffery
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:48:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is time we put the environment and the future of our children before money and wealth. My family has been
appalled at the changes that have been allowed in Central(where our families are from)and its time this greed
stopped . You have a mandate to look after the waterways ,do it .3000 minimum flow .The Jeffery Family

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Graeme And Jane Jeffery

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6118@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Susan Jehan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:39:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Free, clean water should be our right. In ChCh we have a bore that allows China to export our clean artisan
water, while we, as residents have to put up with chlorinated tap water. We were told it would be removed &
are still waiting. It’s dreadful and wrong.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Susan Jehan
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From: Prokop Jenő
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Prokop Jenő

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5550@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Prokop Jenő
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Prokop Jenő
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From: Alan Jenks
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:22:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am disgusted by the state of rivers in New Zealand. What has happened to our Green and Clean image?

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alan Jenks
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From: Cathy Jensen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:43:00 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cathy Jensen
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From: John Jensen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:19:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Jensen
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From: Kate Jensen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:42:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

ORC has a shocking record of turning a blind eye to environmental damage, I have personally witnessed this.
It’s time for ORC to get your shit together and do some work that actually makes a positive difference! Protect
our freshwater! Give people who pollute impactful fines that deter others, not blimmin taps on the hand or not
fining them at all! These animals  are attacking Papatuanuku - our awa are physical representations of her. kia
kaha, mahia te mahi

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kate Jensen
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From: Karl Jeths
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:58:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karl Jeths
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From: Margaret Jeune
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:12:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please stop intensive dairying. It is putting water at risk. Likewise too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser is
causing nitrate pollution to seep off the land in to rivers, lakes and drinking water.
Please prioritise the health of water.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Jeune
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From: Portia Jezard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:23:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Portia Jezard
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From: Erica Johanson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:42:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Erica Johanson
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From: Anais Johansson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:50:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I am writing to call on you to prioritise the health of
ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anais Johansson
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From: Matthias John
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:26:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Matthias John
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From: Cheryl Johnson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:37:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.
Do not let The Government bully councils into putting our drinking water, waste water & storm water into
Public hands!
This is from the govt website This can only lead to another sell off to an overseas consortium. This is from the
Govt website. Working with councils, the Government proposes to establish four new publicly-owned multi-
regional entities that benefit from scale and operational efficiencies and reflect neighbouring catchments and
communities of interest. Central to this plan is our ongoing partnership with the local government sector and
mana whenua.
If this Pulic company has total say over our drinking water & later in the future gets sold to an offshore
consortiums like our other natural resources eg power, forestry, etc We will be screwed.
We will loose total control of what keeps us alive.

Sincerely,
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Cheryl Johnson



From: Beverley Johnston
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:23:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I'd like to know that I have no concerns over whether to walk and play in our river. That there standard is not
lower but raised. I want to smell less bleach type product in our tap water. We have 1 planet 1 chance to make a
difference to the live blood every human needs to survive. Act now lead the way globally. Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Beverley Johnston
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From: Zoe Johnston
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:07:16 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

People all over the world are dying because of lack of good fresh, clean water to drink but for those of us that
are lucky and can afford clean drinkable water, we don't want it to not be able to happened because of too many
cows and dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Zoe Johnston
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From: Kirsty Jones
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kirsty Jones
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From: Miriam Jones
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:09:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Miriam Jones
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From: Miriam Jones
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:09:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Miriam Jones
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From: Petra Jones
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:06:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Petra Jones
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From: Roberta Jones
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 2:01:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I would like farmers to only keep cows that the land can sustain without supplementary feed and artificial
fertilisers.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Roberta Jones
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From: Robyn Jones
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:39:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robyn Jones

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai
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- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robyn Jones



From: Warren Jones
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:20:09 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Warren Jones
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From: Joseph Jowitt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 4:49:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is a human right, and it is crucial to both the health of our population and of our ecosystems.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joseph Jowitt
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From: Dominika Józefowska
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:07:09 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dominika Józefowska
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From: Alysha Jurgeleit
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:31:40 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alysha Jurgeleit
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From: Aaron Jury
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:50:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Aaron Jury
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From: Martina Käll
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:35:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Martina Käll
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From: Sonja Kamphuis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:41:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Lead the way, show councils around NZ how to put people and the environment first.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sonja Kamphuis
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From: Dimitri Kanaris
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:29:09 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dimitri Kanaris
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From: Rory Kane
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:37:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It would be nice not to worry about what chemicals might be in the water that people regularly consume, don't
you think?

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rory Kane
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From: Sylvie Kaos
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:15:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sylvie Kaos
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From: Thomas Kay
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:32:09 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We’ve got a freshwater crisis in NZ. And a climate crisis. It’s time to act - if we don’t, the future of humans on
earth does not look good. The wildfires currently raging around the world, and the recent floods experienced
across the world, including in NZ, are just a few example of how we’ll see the impacts not putting nature first.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Thomas Kay
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From: Anne KAYES
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:15:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

You could be at the forefront of Council action on protection of our waterways.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anne KAYES
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From: Fabian Keck
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:24:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Fabian Keck
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From: Jason Keenan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:51:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jason Keenan
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From: Terry Keillor
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Terry Keillor
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From: Fiona Keith-kirk
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:15:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is our responsibility to leave clean and healthy water for our children's children's children. We must care for
the environment for the survival of all of  the earth and it's inhabitants.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Fiona Keith-kirk
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From: Les Kelly
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:10:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems across
Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and safe drinking water. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

Intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking water to
be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Any dairy farmer that has intensified his or her farm in the last decade and a half has no reason to feel that they
are being singled out for the pollution of our lakes, rivers and streams. The science has been undeniable and
anyone doing due diligence to prepare a business case should have taken all future risks into account so
therefore deserves no taxpayer handout to rectify a situation of their own making. It cannot be said that they did
not know. It is my opinion that all dairy farmers should be made to pay a levy to rehabilitate our rivers and
waterways immediately. 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Les Kelly
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From: Sabrina Kelly
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:30:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

 PLEASE!  I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to put first and care for our water and keep it healthy by
firstly....

Putting te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Kelly

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6099@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Raymond Keown
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 3:27:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Human beings die without water !

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Raymond Keown

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6497@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Emma Kerr-Laurie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:28:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Emma Kerr-Laurie
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From: Ewen Kerstens
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:03:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is vital that water, unlike electricity in NZ, is in no way privatised.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ewen Kerstens
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From: m. kincer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:57:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

m. kincer
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From: Loryn Kindley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:59:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I remember the days as a child when you could swim and drink from our rivers and lakes safely, please bring
those days back. Pure and clean water is essential for our existence.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Loryn Kindley
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From: Nicola King
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This is a human right to have access to clean drinking water, it should not be subjected to "not enough money".
Ensure that generations to come can have safe water. Dont make these mistakes now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nicola King

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5491@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Zara Kingsbury Hale
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 11:31:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We do not want to see green or in any other way contaminated water running through the streets of
Queenstown, or for it's composition and source to be a mystery!

We wish we didn't have to check for ecoli levels before daring to swim at our local beach.  

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Zara Kingsbury Hale
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From: Simon Kippenberg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:16:39 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Simon Kippenberg
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From: Lucy Kirkwood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:37:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lucy Kirkwood
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From: Miriam Kislak
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Miriam Kislak
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From: Adrienn Kiss
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:50:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Adrienn Kiss
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From: Narnia Kittel
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:08:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Narnia Kittel
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From: Kristine Klubien
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:27:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We are in a climate emergency that requires immediate action. Imagine if ORC could become a model of
proaction, a leader in addressing issues in the future, not just reacting to individual lobbyists. We need visionary
decision making. Please show that leadership for the sake of our collective futures.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kristine Klubien

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6096@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Arron Knight
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:22:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Arron Knight

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6089@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Paul Knight
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:22:33 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I believe you know that pure, clean water is essential to preserve the health and survival of all life forms on the
planet. And yet our water quality continues to be degraded by human behaviour.  The responsibility to reverse
this degradation indoor region lies with you. Please fulfil your responsibility!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paul Knight

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6158@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tanya Knighton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:40:37 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I ask this for both our current generations and those of the future; our survival depends on it.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tanya Knighton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5579@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Barbara Knill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:22:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Barbara Knill

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6527@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Angela Kokich
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:25 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean rivers were the 2017 government's nuclear moment. So we would like to see local government be
instrumental in this change.

Otago Regional Council could lead the rest of New Zealand in working with the main polluters like farmers and
foresters to adopt regenerative processes.
It would be great if dairy farmers and horticulture did not rely on nitrogen fertiliser. Could the council be the
leader in phasing out nitrogen fertiliser.
Forest harvesters need to act responsibly and take measures to reduce slash from entering our rivers.
It w
as ould be great if the slash could be put to better use.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angela Kokich

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5909@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Angela Kokich
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:25 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean rivers were the 2017 government's nuclear moment. So we would like to see local government be
instrumental in this change.

Otago Regional Council could lead the rest of New Zealand in working with the main polluters like farmers and
foresters to adopt regenerative processes.
It would be great if dairy farmers and horticulture did not rely on nitrogen fertiliser. Could the council be the
leader in phasing out nitrogen fertiliser.
Forest harvesters need to act responsibly and take measures to reduce slash from entering our rivers.
It w
as ould be great if the slash could be put to better use.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angela Kokich

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5912@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Angela Kokich
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:27 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean rivers were the 2017 government's nuclear moment. So we would like to see local government be
instrumental in this change.

Otago Regional Council could lead the rest of New Zealand in working with the main polluters like farmers and
foresters to adopt regenerative processes.
It would be great if dairy farmers and horticulture did not rely on nitrogen fertiliser. Could the council be the
leader in phasing out nitrogen fertiliser.
Forest harvesters need to act responsibly and take measures to reduce slash from entering our rivers.
It w
as ould be great if the slash could be put to better use.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angela Kokich

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5911@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Inez Kolff
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:00:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Inez Kolff

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6278@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Werner Koll
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:43:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need fresh, clean water for our survival.
I and you, or not ?

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Werner Koll
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From: Susan Kooy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:00:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Susan Kooy
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From: Raleigh koritz
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:28:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Raleigh koritz
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From: Jannie Kraayenhof
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life. Once that's gone there simply is nothing

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jannie Kraayenhof

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5512@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Marion Kraus
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:35:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marion Kraus

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6395@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Doug Krause
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:50:31 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Doug Krause

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5761@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dennis Kreiner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:02:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dennis Kreiner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5766@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Juli Kring
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:08:13 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a mother and a grandmother, I am very concerned for the health and viability of the planet our children and
future generations will inherit. We have a duty to our communities, families and most importantly, children to
ensure their safety and well being through environmentally sound and sustainable policies, including clean air,
water, etc. That duty will always be more important than politics or profit.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Juli Kring

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5886@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: John Kristiansen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 3:08:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Kristiansen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6495@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Klaus Kröger
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:20:38 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Klaus Kröger

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5502@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: janet krupa
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:50:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

janet krupa

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5791@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Julie Kuepry
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:58:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

so far I only know New Zealand from holiday times, we have always spent the time on campsides, near nature
and have always enjoyed the green and wonderful surroundings... we all have to do our parts to keep nature
healthy and clean and to save the future for our children and ourselves!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Julie Kuepry

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5641@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Brenda La Grotteria
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:39:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

PLEASE PAY ATTENTION TO THIS!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brenda La Grotteria

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5572@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: David Laing
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:49:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Do what's right  and stop farmers abusing , polluting our great swimming and trout  streams.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

David Laing

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5759@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kathleen Laing
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:00:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Our grandchildren deserve clean, swimmable streams, like those we enjoyed as children.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Laing

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6371@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Clare Land
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 8:21:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I would like to be able to swim in rivers and lakes. What were once pristine waters for swimming and food are
now polluted taking away our swimming holes and a source of food.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Clare Land

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6543@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Prue Langbein
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:42:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Prue Langbein

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5701@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Beverley-ann Laurie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:34:40 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Beverley-ann Laurie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6309@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Beate Lauterbach
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:27:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is so simple, we have to have priorities: the human beings first and then the economy.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Beate Lauterbach

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6009@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lara Laverdure
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lara Laverdure

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5633@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Hayley Lawrence
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:42:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

He taonga te wai.
Me tiaki i te wai, mā te wai e whakaora i a tātau.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Nāku noa, nā,

Hayley Lawrence

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6382@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Keri Lawson-te Aho
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:17:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am Ngai Tahu and employed as a senior researcher at the University of Otago, Wellington school of medicine
and behavioural health sciences. We MUST prioritise the health of the planet for the sake of our children and
grand children. Otherwise we risking an uncertain future for generation. We see the decimation and destruction
of the planet. We know that water is life. Please heed the call of all those who have signed this petition. It is not
too late but we don't have much time. Intensive dairying has had its day. As a 60 year old, I speak with authority
on this matter.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dr Keri Lawson-te Aho

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5488@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maree Le Lievre
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:35:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Be responsible, stop damaging water sources. 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maree Le Lievre

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6439@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maire Leadbeater
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:56:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My grandchildren are growing up in Otago and and they and all children should be safe from nitrate
contamination.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maire Leadbeater

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5718@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Shaun Lee
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:37:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago
when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways, and drinking water is safe.
The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and
create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers, lakes, streams, wetlands
and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking water to be healthy for
generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I'm really worried about the levels on Nitrogen going into drinking water. I worry about the long term costs as I know ground water can
move very slowly. Please follow the best scientific advice
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352010938_Nutrient_criteria_to_achieve_New_Zealand%27s_riverine_macroinvertebrate_targets
on an N bottom line that protects stream life.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the priority to care for water and
keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are incompatible with protecting te
mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser, rather than simply in each
individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this, councils must phase out
synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen fertiliser have long-term effects
on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in
drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer, the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis and prevent water
degradation.

Sincerely,

Shaun Lee

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6025@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wai ming Lee
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:38:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wai ming Lee

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6244@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Julianne Leggott
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:57:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please prioritise the health of water in your policies, and lead the way for the rest of Aotearoa.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Julianne Leggott

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6397@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Heather Lennox
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:56:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Heather Lennox

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6342@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Taryn Leonard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:19:36 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Time is running out and now more than ever we need to take vital action to protect our water wherever we can!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Taryn Leonard

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5677@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Taryn Leonard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:19:37 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Time is running out and now more than ever we need to take vital action to protect our water wherever we can!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Taryn Leonard

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5676@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Joe Lepper
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:57:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I want the council to be more responsible with water consents. Stop giving in to pressure from poor farming
processes that destroy our environment with pollution and reduce the quantity of water in our waterways, which
cripple the ecosystem that nature intended to sustain.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joe Lepper

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6056@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lacey Levitt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:34:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lacey Levitt

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5808@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Peter Lewin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:46:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Peter Lewin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5757@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jordan Li
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:34:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jordan Li

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6243@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Elena Lieskounig
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:52:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need advance with the problems our planet is facing seriously, one extremely urgent is our water supply.
Stop all damaging factors
affecting this. Things have to change drastically, we can't go the way we are. It is irresponsible to the limit!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elena Lieskounig

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6218@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sarah Lightbody
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:48:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lightbody

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6396@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Marilyn Lilly
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:51:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Lilly

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5835@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Antonius Limburg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:01:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a teenager in the 60s/70s I've got used to being able to safely swim in every freshwater body in the South
Island.
Now I feel I'm taking a health risk every time I do so.Freshwater is so important to my mental and physical
health it must be looked after

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Antonius Limburg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6131@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Joshua Lindsay
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:53:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joshua Lindsay

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6459@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nick Lironi-irvine
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:50:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater. Any economic impacts of
this approach can be mitigated alternative financial support, but it is not the case that environmental impacts can
be mitigated with that same money!

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected. Wetlands in particular are effective carbon sinks
so protecting and encouraging them has wide benefits.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As the effects of climate change continue to be felt water security may be a major challenge. Investment in
protecting this now will increase regional resiliency to future climate events.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nick Lironi-Irvine

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5618@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ari Little
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:06:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ari Little

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5660@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Chris Livesey
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 12:29:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. For too long we have allowed our freshwater systems to be
abused through pollution and over-extraction. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to lowering cow stocking rates where current rates are incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris Livesey

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6567@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jennifer Lloyd
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:10:06 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lloyd

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6259@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Owen Lloyd
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:58:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Owen Lloyd

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6481@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Teg Lloyd
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 1:32:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I thought twice about whether to submit on this one, being from Auckland and all, but decided I would as I do
visit Otago occasionally, as do my wider friends and family as and when they're able to visit this country. We
lean heavily on the clean, green image in this country, and Otago is as scrutinised as anyone else. We all know
what needs to be done, hopefully you will make a bold first step in protecting/improving your region for others
to follow.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Teg Lloyd

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6568@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Deborah Loew-black
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:10:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

All of life relies on clean water to remain healthy, therefore it is a priority in NZ to look after this very
important life giving resource.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Deborah Loew-black

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5988@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: David Logan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 4:42:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

David Logan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6503@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Karen Logue
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:24:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karen Logue
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From: Delphine Lomas
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:26:20 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Delphine Lomas
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From: Jennifer Long
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:39:12 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is your responsibility on behalf of all of us to ensure we have clean waterways. Our waterways have become
polluted and we trust you to fix this. You need to actively put a stop to intensive dairying and put people’s
health and well being first before it is too late. You need to actively work towards having clean rivers and
creeks where people and especially children can swim again. If you want to benefit the whole community you
need to do far more to encourage organic farming so that people can get the nutrients they need without being
affected by spraying and you need to discourage dairy farming. You hold the knowledge regarding climate
change and with this comes the responsibility to ensure synthetic nitrogen fertiliser is banned, our land isn’t
over farmed and immediate action is needed to clean up our waterways.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Long
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From: Dharan Longley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:35:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I want my family and grandchildren to know that our rivers and lakes are healthy, not polluted to swim in.
 It’s time you really started acting responsibly, not denying what we all know is happening.
You all have a big responsibility to protect and enhance the health of our environment so you leave it better for
the future.

Our climate crisis is in plain sight, and because everything in Nature is connected, the ORC must lead by
example.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Monitor and control the cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic
nitrogen fertiliser, rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people,
plants and animals downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dharan Longley
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From: Marcela Lopez
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:00:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marcela Lopez
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From: Natalie Loubel
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:03:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Natalie  Loubel
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From: Regan Low
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:24:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Regan Low
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From: Reuben Lowe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:09:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am 95 ears old. As kids we swam in revers and drank the water.I would like to think my great grand children
will be able to do as we did.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Reuben Lowe
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From: Liz Lubbe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:24:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Otago Regional Council should be receiving close cooperation and support from Damian O'Connor as Minister
of Agriculture, and those employed by the Ministry, to provide direction and support to farmers, where needed,
to effect changes necessary to clean up our freshwater systems. Government, both local and central, should be
providing support, not blame, to farmers who are central to carrying out the necessary changes.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Liz Lubbe
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From: Jutka Lupovici
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:12:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jutka Lupovici
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From: Lianne Luxton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:09:51 p.m.

To the ORC
Fresh, clean water is necessary our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.  Just like Covid19, many
heralded an economic disaster,  but when the government put health first, they also protected the economy. 
Putting health first doesn't lead to financial disaster.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all. The National Policy
Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers, lakes, streams,
wetlands and drinking water must be protected

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.  We
have a responsibility to do so

NZ'ers pride ourselves on being green/clean. Environmentalism is a key part of NZ culture and its strength is
demonstrated by the number of Green MoP's today.  What is unsustainable now will be unsustainable in the
future. What we can avoid with decisive leadership is the environmental disaster which is inevitable if intensive
dairy farming don't change.

Water quality/quantity are considered very important attributes by NZers and highly valued so protecting it is
also.    > 50% of respondents to a recent questionnaire at Lincoln Uni stated that they were always or very often
worried about water quantity/ quality.  Science says too many cows/ poor handling of manure /fertilisers is
really bad.  NZ is not accepting of the negative impacts of farming despite recognition of its important
economic contribution

Dairy sales are declining around the world as people switch to plant-based milk through valid concerns for the
environment, health and animal cruelty.   Conversely, our needs for clean water will not decline. Although
Fonterra and government promote environmental management policies/practices, there is still a serious 
environmental decline linked to diary farming. So, persuasion/frameworks are not effective.  Farmers
environmental improvements are offset by intensification or conversion to higher intensity land use.  ECan
shows a 260%
< in irrigated land 1985-2005 and water use up 70% for pastoral purposes. Why continue to condone an
unsustainable approach?  The economic weight of farming has led policy but with unsustainable
transformations in modern times, it can no longer do so. Protecting water needs priority.  Prioritising everyone's
needs, every organism, ecosystem and their future to be sustainable and to be responsible to the future needs of
our nation, over profit.  Such rewards cannot be quantified. 

Please
-Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives are informed by the priority to care for water and keep it
healthy
-Phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lower cow stocking rates -  incompatible with protecting te mana o te
wai
-Factor cumulative effects of pollution rather than simply in each individual catchment. Upstream affects
people, plants and animals downstream.
-Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts - phase out
synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.
-Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. Emerging research links nitrate
contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water to health effects like bowel cancer.
-Invest in regenerative organic farming that mitigates the climate crisis/prevents water degradation.
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Sincerely
Lianne Luxton



From: Jo Lysaght
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:23:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I don't live in Otago, but this is an issue for all Councils and New Zealanders to consider the impacts of
allowing intensive dairying to continue.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jo Lysaght
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From: Wendy Mackereth
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wendy Mackereth
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From: Helen Mackinnon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:34:22 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Helen Mackinnon
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From: Maya MacLean
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:55:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Dear Otago Regional Council,

We need laws to align with protection, love, care and respect for Mother Earth, the land and for ourselves, for
we are connected with Her.

We need law and policy to set the loving heart centred intention to offer protection and assistance to rivers,
lakes, and land in restoring balance and harmony. In doing so is a step towards healing our relationship with the
earth.

May you have the courage to act from your hearts and not fear or excuses.
Take the leap. Make the change.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,
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Maya MacLean



From: William Maginness
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:08:09 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

William Maginness
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From: Doris Mahrla
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:35:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

...unfortuanatly we have rarely sacrificed economic opportunity for preservation of natural resources...it is time
to change this thinking to give our kids a chance for a future...

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Doris Mahrla
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From: Ginette Maisse
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:51:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ginette Maisse
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From: Eryn Makinson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need to ensure clean water for future generations, it should be our absolute top priority.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Eryn Makinson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5505@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: David Manning
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 2:41:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

David Manning

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6573@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Steve Marsden
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:17:27 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Fresh clean water is a basic expectation in a country like NZ, please deliver better outcomes for NZ!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Steve Marsden

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5484@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Thérèse Marshall
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 3:11:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Thérèse Marshall

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6576@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jessica Martin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:00:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is the gift of life.  It is imperative we make clean water high on the agenda.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jessica Martin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6222@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Shane Martin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:37:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shane Martin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6028@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tania Martin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:54:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am so worried for our future, and I am sure you must be too. I am more worried fir the future of my children,
if we don’t act now, what kind of a world will we be leaving them?

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tania Martin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5632@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Soraia Martins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:08:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Soraia  Martins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6411@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Natasa Marton-Fröschl
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:31:34 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Natasa Marton-Fröschl
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From: Koha Mason
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:50:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please be on the right side of history, do the right thing, and reduce the allowance for water used for dairy
farming, I.e. not allowing irrigation during the day, particularly on hot sunny days. Introduce more strict run off
laws, prohibiting the run off of chemical waste from dairy farms into rivers, lakes and streams.

Also please assist dairy farmers to make the transition to plant based farming, which is the future of agriculture.
We cannot afford to keep destroying our country for dairy.

Keeping water healthy should not need to be justified, explained or argued. It is a basic necessity for life, and is
a finite resource that should not be used irresponsibly or wasted in outdated practices like intensive dairy
farming. A plant based economy is the way forward.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Koha Mason
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From: Claudia Mata
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:49:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Claudia Mata
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From: Karen Matata
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:28:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need to do this for our children and grandchildren, heir health and wellbeing is of utmost importance.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karen Matata
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From: Matilda Matete
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:07:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

“CLEAN  CLEAR AND SAFE”- to drink water straight from the tap- to swim in “OCEANS AND RIVERS “-
to “WADE IN STREAMS” is “NOT A DREAM THAT I WANT FOR NOW OR OUR FUTURE
GENERATIONS” - “PONO!!!”

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Matilda Matete
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From: Anemone Mathiae
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:15:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anemone Mathiae

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5475@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Takae Matsuo
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:37:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Takae Matsuo

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5696@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kyle Matthews
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Recent research has indicated that New Zealand has lax standards on water quality and nitrate quantities. This is
likely linked to our high levels of bowel cancer. This is not just an environmental issue, but a health issue.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kyle Matthews

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5653@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Felicity Maxwell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:00:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Felicity Maxwell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5906@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Claudine Maynard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:49:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

For the sake of our future generations we must act now to protect our water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Claudine Maynard

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5877@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Tereza Mazourková
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:04:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tereza Mazourková

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6373@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kerena McAven
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:45:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Absolutely what has been said above.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kerena McAven

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6115@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Elizabeth helena Mccahill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:28:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth helena Mccahill

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6413@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Debz Mccann
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:56:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It's our basic right to be able to trust the water we're drinking

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Debz Mccann

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5969@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Meron McCardle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:48:33 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have grown up swimming in these waters. They are a part of who I am as a person. We need to maintain this
for future generations.

Inequality is already rife in this country and this world. Losing clean drinking water will perpetuate this
inequality by making it more difficult for poor people to just survive. Clean drinking water is a right. And we
must stand by it. Stand up for it.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Meron McCardle

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5613@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Paulina McCarthy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paulina McCarthy

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6013@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sue Mcclure
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:45:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is one of the most essential things for all of us, people,plants,animals and forthe natural balance of nature.
Look after it now before its too late.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sue Mcclure

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6457@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jordan Mcconnochie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:05:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jordan Mcconnochie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5657@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Nigel Mcconnochie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:08:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I believe greater emphasis on maintaining high quality natural water needs to be built into the Regional Policy
Statement on Fresh Water. I believe it is appropriate that some commercial and industrial activity will be
limited by a heightened value placed on natural resources such as fresh water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nigel Mcconnochie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6135@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Nigel Mcconnochie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:08:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I believe greater emphasis on maintaining high quality natural water needs to be built into the Regional Policy
Statement on Fresh Water. I believe it is appropriate that some commercial and industrial activity will be
limited by a heightened value placed on natural resources such as fresh water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nigel Mcconnochie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6136@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Emma Mccoy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:55:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Emma Mccoy

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6368@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Gordon Mccrone
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when
adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways, and drinking water is safe. The
Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a
safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers, lakes, streams, wetlands and
drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking water to be healthy for
generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

ReThinkX.com
2.5 hours
"Rethinking Climate Change: How Humanity Can Choose to Reduce Emissions 90% by 2035 through the Disruption of Energy,
Transportation, and Food with Existing Technologies.”
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/585c3439be65942f022bbf9b/t/6107fd0ed121a02875c1a99f/1627913876225/Rethinking+Implications.pdf

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the priority to care for water and
keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are incompatible with protecting te
mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser, rather than simply in each
individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this, councils must phase out
synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen fertiliser have long-term effects on
water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking
water and health effects like bowel cancer, the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis and prevent water
degradation.

Sincerely,

Gordon Mccrone

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5493@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/585c3439be65942f022bbf9b/t/6107fd0ed121a02875c1a99f/1627913876225/Rethinking+Implications.pdf


From: Boofi Mccullough
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:46:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Not only does the quality of water need to be addressed, but so does the quantity.  The risk of water shortage is
iife threatening, and is becoming a bigger problem as floods occur in some parts of the world, while wildfiires
and waste of water resources deplete precious water supplies.  Dairy farming wastage of water needs to be
addressed. due to the massive quantities used.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Boofi Mccullough

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5752@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Ben Mcdonald
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:22:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ben Mcdonald

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6088@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Mary Mcdonald
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:03:40 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is the right of ALL living creatures, not just humans .  We kill off other organism at our own risk
We are all part of the ecological chain.
We owe it to these other life forms as well as ourselves.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mary Mcdonald

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6326@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Tania Mcdonald
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:50:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tania Mcdonald

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6123@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Molly McDouall
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:00:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The most recent  IPCC report makes it clear that it is now or never for effective environmental protection,please
act now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Molly McDouall

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6254@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Em McDougall
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:59:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Em McDougall

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5720@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Christine McElwee
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:41:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christine McElwee

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5587@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Christine McElwee
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:42:13 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christine McElwee

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5588@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Christine McElwee
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:43:16 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christine McElwee
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From: Chris McFetrish
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris McFetrish
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From: Anne-Thea McGill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 2:04:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,
Most submissions are far too narrow, including the recently lower attached GreenPeace missive.
The Otago environment has been extensively cleared in the past - burning - probably starting with burning and
hunting ground birds by the original Tangata Whenua. Immeasurably exacerbated, is the Anglophone White
selfish, greedy land and status grabbing powerful colonialists, well-practiced in invading other countries for
resources and human capital. Mineral (Gold), fossil fuels (Coal) and agribusinesses (farming) required
wholescale clearing land for large, industrial export resources, and currently technology-dependent
commodities, releasing exotic flora and fauna (mammals, fish and amphibians, invertebrates eg grasshoppers),
most of which have become successful pests. Such 'unprocessed biomass-heavy industry' destined for wealthy
overseas, complete with the whole sale application of toxic agrichemicals. Hydroelectric generation, towns, and
wide & long swaths of transport-roading, completes the picture of near total destruction of original sustainable
ecologies,
 and rampant pest overruns.
Obviously, water catchments are affected from high in the mountains and now with climate change damage
from the atmosphere. Otago Regional Council seems totally unable to begin to put aside the wealthy local
landowner abuse of power, let alone the blinding resource exporting, corrupted regulation imperative, and
should protect the waterways for the here and now of environmental and human survival.
Just read the primary industries regulations - always to protect the big player profiteering. Glyphosate - no
regulation of use even in the high-country farms and no levels that are OK. Cease and desist! Learn about how
humans can live within even difficult terrain, with regenerative and better still restorative farming. We can use
the pest products, skins, meat, fruit, shelter resources (timber, stone) and all the time encourage Indigenous
peoples to help all life in Aotearoa really thrive and flourish. High-nutrient quality, clean, unsullied food and
water should be provided for local inhabitants, and low quantities/biomass of preserved foods exported to other
places as a 'deal' arrangement for lifecycle-managed items and processes, if needed.
Protection of clean, non-toxic water will sustain ecologies, and is a good start to manage climate effects on
waterways. Be brave, do the right thing.

We live in a high country area; right over the fence of the steep kowhai, matakouri, and rosehip covered stream
banks, where wild boar as well as 'domestic' goats and sheep overgraze, has been sprayed with glyphosate, and
now superphosphate covered ryegrass seed. This is funded partially by the government as the farmer is also
supposed to be going to clear completely another steep area then replant native trees in green plastic sleeves, no
doubt.
We had to test the water for glyphosate, but the testing lab did not have a safe level for Aotearoa and the lowest
level they could test was not even at a high level for other countries to indicate health problems, including
cancer.

Sincerely,

Anne-Thea McGill
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From: Jean Mckinnon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:28:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I do not live in Otago but these matters affect our whole country and beyond. I visit Otago frequently expressly
for the purpose of enjoying the natural environment. I want to see a big reversal of the present trend to
degradation of the waterways in Otago and all of Aotearoa New Zealand.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jean Mckinnon
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From: Helen McLagan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:17:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

Like many other citizens in New Zealand, I’m deeply concerned about the cleanliness of our water. I call on
you to prioritize our health when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on fresh water.

We need safe drinking water. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water and the ecosystem
across Otago as a primary focus so it can inform hard-hitting plans to clean up and protect water and everything
that depends on it.

The National Policy Statement on fresh water says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a chief cause of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and
drinking water to be healthy for now and the future, we need to tackle sources of pollution such as intensive
dairying.

In the face of emerging research demonstrating clear links between nitrate contamination in drinking water and
bowel cancer, the Council can not afford to delay action on freshwater management and dairy cow numbers.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates: two factors that are
incompatible with protecting the safety of our water

- Recognize cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and excessive synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser, rather than simply according to each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people,
plants and animals downstream

- Avoid violating the national plan which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management: intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term and grave impacts on water, human health and climate

- Prioritize te mana o te wai, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
requirement to care for water and keep it healthy

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help allay the climate crisis and
prevent water degradation

Yours sincerely,
Helen McLagan
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From: Warwick McLisky
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 3:04:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a fisherman and lover of the outdoor environment in Otago. However I have become dismayed and angry
about how polluted and degraded our rivers and lakes are becoming. It is shameful that we now have rivers too
polluted to safely swim in. I would like to think that the Regional Council can play its part in resolving this
situation and not be influenced by vested interests that prioritize private profit over the environment.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Warwick McLisky
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From: Karen Mcmahon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:32:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karen Mcmahon
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From: Linda Mcnair
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:23:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is a basic resource for all life and it should be made a priority to protect it. We need to keep our people
and ecosystems healthy. Rivers and streams should be swimable by right for all NZrs and for our clean green
image. We need to move away from dairy to more sustainable crops and farming as per the worldwide
consumer trend.  We should be capitalising on high end organic products which are becoming more popular.
Otago is a vulnerable ecosystem with water becoming more scarce every year.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Linda Mcnair
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From: Brigid McVeigh
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:03:39 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brigid McVeigh
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From: Hilda Meier
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:11:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling
1.) that the 1080 aereal drops shall be stopped.
2.)That already existing settlements shall have proper sewage treatment in the whole of NZ , so that no raw
sewage gets into rivers, lakes or sea,
Before building new settlements.
3.)That industry is made responsible to clean up their waste in air soil and water.
4.)That landfills need to be stopped and incinerator plants put in places.
5.) That no fluoride and chlorine be added to our drinking water.
We need the existing over 70 year old water pipes replaced

All the above effect the quality of our drinking water. As does the farming.
So I call on all the region in NZ to wake up and remember what we owe this beautiful country we live in. That
we all stopp with poisoning and poluting our waterways, air and soil.
With less greed and more respect towards our mother earth we can achieve that.
Thank you for reading
Sincerely
Hilda Meier

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:
As all other councils in whole of NZ. Everybody needs to take care about our water , air and soil in NZ

Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertilizer.

- I believe  that our climate crisis is caused through greed and exploitation of natural resources.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.
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Sincerely,

Hilda Meier



From: Shirley Meier
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:27:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is so important. We need to take strong steps now to change the casual approach that has slipped in
over the past 50 years. Make clear decisions that will work and set the bar high for the rest of the country.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shirley Meier
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From: Silvia Meil
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:54:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Silvia Meil
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From: Miriam Meissner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:52:14 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Miriam Meissner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5626@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Vaima"a Memea
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 8:27:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have had the opportunity in my life time to swim in rivers that have been clean and not polluted I want the
same for my grandchild (2yrs)the next generation. Clean non polluted rivers streams and creeks is life force.
Call to action to control bad dairy practices must stop NOW. All councils starting with Otago step up and be a
leader.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Vaima'a Memea

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6544@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Jourdana Menendez
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jourdana Menendez

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5460@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Vito Menjak
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:57:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Vito Menjak

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6404@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Scott Menzies
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:12:48 a.m.

Hello, kia ora, Otago Regional Council,

Please prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across your fabulous jurisdiction when adopting
your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want a New Zealand where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe.

The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up
and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved. That means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

If we want rivers, lakes and drinking water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of
pollution, such as intensive dairying.

As a survivor of bowel cancer it is alarming to think others are suffering it or will suffer it because of nitrate
levels.

You have the power in your hands to take action that will save people from tremendous suffering and save lives.

I ask you to:

- Put the health of water first so all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy.

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates.

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Yours faithfully,

Scott Menzies

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5866@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Bill Merrill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:29:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We want NZ water to be clean and part of a clean landscape.  Not dirty and part of an industrial land.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bill Merrill

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6512@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: John Metcalf
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:53:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Metcalf

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5709@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Noemie Metzinger
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:38:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Noemie Metzinger

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5786@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Colonel Meyer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Colonel Meyer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5456@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Erna Meyer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:47:13 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Erna Meyer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5605@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sandra Meyst
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 2:04:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is a taonga to all of us in Aotearoa New Zealand. Clean water with thriving acquatic plants and fish is the
best way to protect this precious resource. I have seen first hand the change in the South Island rivers where
they are directly impacted by the pollution caused by dairy farming. Please respect the waterways and introduce
stringent measures to protect them.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sandra Meyst

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6489@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Richard Middleton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:27:17 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Richard Middleton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5537@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tracey Mikaera
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:05:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Kia ora, this is a vote to please put the health of our waterways first. I ask not for myself but for nga tamariki
and for our wildlife that relies on continued access to clean fresh water.
Water is an absolutely critical resource and should be treated with all the rights and privilege that we ourselves
enjoy. Please work to give our water the strongest possible protections. Do not prioritise business over our own
health. Because the health of our water is directly related to our own wellbeing.
As a nation and globally, we are already dealing with the impact of resource management that places economic
need ahead of the land and wildlife, and ahead of people.
Please help by doing all you can to protect and prioritise water health, and therefore the wellbeing of us all. Do
not plan by using an economic advantage lens. We can do better than planning to do the least harm. Instead plan
in a way that restores and heals previous harm, and stops all future harmful activity. Invest in economic activity
that nourishes the whenua. Invest in business that supports our waterways. That is inclusive, that makes use of
iwi knowledge, and recognises our connectedness to natural processes. Stop making the voice of business the
one you hear. Instead, hear the karakia of nga awa, of our streams, of our lakes, begging you to listen before
they are ruined beyond repair. Before they can no longer support life and dependent wildlife does not move
away. It simply dies. This is your chance to flip the story from one of slow, incremental and sanctioned
destruction. Please, help us save our waters.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.
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- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tracey Mikaera



From: Panthea Mila
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:29:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Panthea Mila
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From: Lara Millar
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:04:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lara Millar
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From: Ray Millar
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:56:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ray Millar
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From: Bryony Miller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:41:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bryony Miller
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From: Janet Miller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:56:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Action now ensures our waterways are healthy when our children are adults.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Janet Miller
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From: Pamela Miller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:08:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pamela Miller
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From: Waka Miller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:35:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Waka Miller
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From: Pamela Milliken
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:45:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pamela Milliken
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From: Nick Mills
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:24:27 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nick Mills
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From: Phillip Mills
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:32:17 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As the owner of a business in Otago - Les Mills Dunedin,

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Phillip Mills
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From: Sue Mills
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:57:19 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. We’ve all seen those big Hollywood movies promoting water
as the next scarcity. And some of us are aware the CEO of Nestle actually proposed privatising water

The world is in dire straits and good people need to lead the way with common sense, fairness and thoughtful
policy

I  call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your
Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We have let human activity poison too much of our environment, and I fear for everybody’s health because of
it. We need to do what we can and as much as we can,  to lay down a foundation of fairness and sanity for the
future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sue Mills
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From: Ian Milne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:16:08 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My friends and I used to enjoy canoeing and kayaking on all the natural lakes and rivers we could find, in the
1970s and 80s. I would like to think that future generations may do the same, not just on artificial courses.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy, for all of the reasons stated above.

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Yours sincerely,

Ian Milne
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From: June Milne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:36:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I grew up in Otago. My father was Area District Surveyor for Otago and Southland so we spent a lot of time
enjoying natural features of those environments...camping fishing and exploring. They were pristine...

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation..
And to act quickly please

Sincerely,

June Milne

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5748@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Penny Minchin-garvin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:09:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Penny Minchin-garvin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6256@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Johanna Minondo
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:47:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Johanna Minondo

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6217@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kathleen Mireault
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:14:26 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Mireault

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5803@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dragana Mirkovic
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:39:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dragana Mirkovic

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6287@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dave Mitchell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:36:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dave Mitchell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6429@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Melissa Mitchell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:15:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Without clean water life on earth will die

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Melissa Mitchell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5476@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Peter Mittermuller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:49:09 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Peter Mittermuller

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5959@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jan Modjeski
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:18:39 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jan Modjeski

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5735@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Fiona Moffat
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:20:32 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

As members of our shared environment it is crucial you acknowledge the disastrous climactic events around the
world and do your part to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting
your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up
and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Access to fresh potable water for all community members is a human right. You must act responsibly and
intelligently for the survival of future citizens. Wars are fought over access to water: we can avoid that here.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Fiona Moffat

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6070@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rishtiaz Mohammed
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rishtiaz Mohammed

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5519@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tajim Mohammed-Kapa
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:31:45 a.m.

Kia ora Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The recently released IPCC climate report (https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6-wg1-20210809-pr/) tells us
simply that Time. Is. Up.

We must act now.

If we don't, it is not us but our kids that will face the cataclysmic consequences of our inaction.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Nga mihi nui,

Tajim Mohammed-Kapa

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6436@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Phoebe Mohns
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:59:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Phoebe Mohns

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6293@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Alison Moir
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:30:32 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alison Moir

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5743@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gala Montes de oca
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:57:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am only a year 11 student but I am deeply concerned about New Zealand's level of pollution.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gala Montes de oca

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6059@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Linda Montgomery
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:39:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please take action to improve the waterways.  Please make that a critical part of any decision.  Regenerative
agriculture can help to achieve this.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Linda Montgomery

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6176@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Matthew Montgomery
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:05:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Matthew Montgomery

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5799@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maureen Mooney
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:54:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We have heard in the latest climate change information that it is important to act now. Not to delay or be
hesitant in our approach. Otago is a beautiful region. Please work now to preserve and protect our vital water
resources.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maureen Mooney

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6192@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Brian Moore
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:32:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brian Moore

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5940@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Helen Moore
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:25:27 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Helen Moore

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5684@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rachael Moore
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:51:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rachael Moore

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5625@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Giuliana Morani
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:37:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Giuliana Morani
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From: Danna Morgan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:26:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Danna Morgan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5534@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gabby Morris
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:25 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Hi I am a Dunedin rate payer and born and bred. Otago like the rest of our nation needs to put people first.
We have a collective responsibility to take care of our labs and water. Worldwide we can see the effects of  only
thinking about the economy. Look to science always.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gabby Morris
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From: Chris Morrison
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:51:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Healthy drinking water is a human right. Please prioritise this. Nitrate level need to be set very low.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris Morrison
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From: Neil Morrow
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:13:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Neil Morrow

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5825@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Diana Morton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:54:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

There’s no ‘safe’ degree of pollutants in water. …only the amount we tolerate in order to allow business to
make profit. They make the profit (which often goes offshore) whilst the shit stays here. We, the people (voters)
pay for it directly by  personally degraded health and environment  issues or indirectly through  the taxes we
must pay by law that are used to  ‘fix’  both the deteriorating health  system and environmental cleanups .
Where are the effective laws that make polluters pay at source?…Please take real and enforceable action now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Diana Morton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6193@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maya Mosiman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:20:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maya Mosiman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6426@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Laurence Moss
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:32:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It's nearly too late to act before we see dramatic, irreversible damage done to our environment, please start
showing the leadership that will need to happen across the globe now!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Laurence Moss

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6209@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lyndsay Mountfort
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 11:05:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lyndsay Mountfort

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6558@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Frã©dã©ric Mouveaux
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:20:09 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Frã©dã©ric Mouveaux

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5500@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: James Mulcare
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:33:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5746@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sian Mullane
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:40:17 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sian Mullane

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6033@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Edna Mullen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:31:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Edna Mullen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5482@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Timothy Mullen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:28:40 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Timothy Mullen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5690@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dorothea Muller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:26:28 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dorothea Muller

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5532@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rosita Muller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:00:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Important!!!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rosita Muller
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From: Donna Mummery
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:27:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Donna Mummery
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From: Isidora Munoz
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:13:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Isidora Munoz

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6232@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Patrica Murchison
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:25:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I agree with all of the above

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Patrica Murchison

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5686@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Beryl Murphy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:49:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We all need clean and unpolluted water .Even horses won't drink polluted water for they know it's not good for
them .

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Beryl Murphy

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6441@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kelly Nalder
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:40:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kelly Nalder

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5849@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Nathalie Nasrallah
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 25 August 2021 11:39:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

There is a way we can have clean rivers and still continue to farm, but we need to change the way in which we
do things.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nathalie Nasrallah

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6701@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nathalie Nasrallah
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 25 August 2021 11:39:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

There is a way we can have clean rivers and still continue to farm, but we need to change the way in which we
do things.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nathalie Nasrallah

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6702@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kumar Nathen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:24:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kumar Nathen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6376@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kelly Neale
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:47:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kelly Neale

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5834@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Fiona Neill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:55:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Fiona Neill

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5638@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Michael Neill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:35:36 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The New Zealand to which I came in 1955 at the age of 12 was genuinely 'clean and green'.  My father, a native
New Zealander, took the family camping every summer. In those days one could drink safely from any river or
stream. Nowadays there is not one I could trust. The principal cause, as we all know, is over-intensive dairying -
- often on land quite unsuited to the purpose. The result is not only deplorable pollution, but industrial irrigation
that leaves too many waterways dry in the summer months. In an era of global heating and water shortage this is
dangerous and unacceptable.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Neill

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6172@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: George Neste
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:59:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

George Neste

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5861@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lisa Neste
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:47:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lisa Neste

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5858@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Claire Newman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:37:12 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I'm calling on the ORC to take a leadership role in this issue. There are a plethora of community and business
initiatives throughout the country that are working to make a positive change in our waterways, so that our awa
may become the healthy heart of our eco-systems once again. We need to work in partnership with local
governments. Be bold, and be brave, showing leadership so that other councils may follow. We need change to
ensure a sustainable Te Waipounamu, Aotearoa and indeed planet.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Claire Newman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6235@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Shirley Newman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:03:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shirley Newman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6356@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Roland Ng
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:27:16 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Roland Ng

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5536@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Visary Ngaheke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:04:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

TOTIKA MAHIA I RUNGA I TE RANGIMARIE ME TE NGAKAU MAHAKI with a peaceful mind and
respectful heart we will get the best results totika balance working together to achieve an environment that last
through the generations can only be accomplished by working together a healthy community thrives is
sustainability of healthy water healthy environment promotes healthy people starts with healthy practices
change comes from within the executive branch of govt who see to the daily operations of our environment and
the impact it has on people and land why wait for that to happen when we can work together now to fix the
biggest problem we are facing today clean water is green peace on land and people water is valuable to the eye
of the beholder we put our most valuable asset in your hands to kaitiakitanga manaakitanga rangatiratanga
leadership is not inherited it is given by the people who choose you our people gave that mandate to you
because they believed in you why take
 for granted when all you have to do is lead and make right forward decisions based on what is right for land
and people clean water nga mihi kia koutou tena koutou  

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6133@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


Visary Ngaheke



From: Liz Nichols
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:07:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Liz Nichols

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5981@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Liz Nichols
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:07:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Liz Nichols

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5980@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Grant Nicholson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Grant Nicholson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5645@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margot Nicolau
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:17:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Our health, your health and everyone's health and the planet's health cannot survive without clean, fresh water.
Water belongs to all people's, it is not a commodity, water is life.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margot Nicolau

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5733@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Barbara Nielsen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 2:39:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely
Barbara Nielsen
Barbara Nielsen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6490@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Georgia Nixon
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:38:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Georgia Nixon

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6454@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Phil Nolan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:25:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put water first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the priority to care
for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Phil Nolan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5685@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Anna Noonan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:21:31 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anna Noonan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6156@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Valerie Nordberg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:16:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Planet Earth has life because of clean water - without it, our planet becomes barren and all life dies. It's that
simple.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Valerie Nordberg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6375@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Madeleine Norman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:47:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Norman
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From: Claire North
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:08:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

please please please take the threat to our water seriously. We need to protect our earth, our waters, our oceans
and our wildlife. Please ensure steps are taken to keep NZ clean as it used to be. thank you

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Claire North
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From: act@act.greenpeace.org.nz
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:13:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

 Anna Termine
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From: act@act.greenpeace.org.nz
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:34:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6453@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sue Novell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:41:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We rely on clean water to keep ourselves healthy. There must be laws to keep water clean, at a level that is safe
for biodiversity and human consumption. Agriculture has to adapt its systems to keep within these laws. There
are proven ways - regenerative farming, agroeconomy, agroforestry that provide a more balanced, healthy
approach.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sue Novell
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From: Josh O
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:48:23 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Josh O

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5955@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Violet Oakley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:41:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have awesome memories as a kid playing, swimming and catching Kai from our local river. I fully endorse Te
Mana O Te Wai and hope the generations to come also have the opportunity to be enjoying and making their
own great memories.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Violet Oakley
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From: Daniel O’brien
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:54:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Daniel O’brien
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From: Daniel O’brien
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:54:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Daniel O’brien

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5762@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sorrel O"Connell-Milne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 8:59:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. Water which is safe to recreate in and collect mahinga kai
from is integral to our sense of place and connection to the environment. I call on you to prioritise the health of
ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater. I
call on you to ensure that nutrient, sediment and microbial contaminant thresholds are set with consideration of
effect on the vulnerable receiving environments (estuaries and near shore coastal waters) and cumulative effects
of stressors on these systems. I want to see plastic debris acknowledged as a contaminant and ensure these
pollutants do not enter our waterways.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I call on you to ensure that nutrient, sediment and microbial contaminant thresholds are set with consideration
of effect on the vulnerable receiving environments (estuaries and near shore coastal waters) and cumulative
effects of stressors on these systems. I want to see plastic debris both macro and micro identified as a
contaminant and steps taken to ensure these pollutants do not enter our waterways.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream and in vulnerable recieving habitats such as estuaries, saltmarsh and coastal embayments.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sorrel O'Connell-Milne
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From: Denis O"Connor
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:54:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Make your brave decisions to benefit not only Otago and NZ
but a healthy climate  for humanity

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Denis O'Connor
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From: Katie O"donnell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:36:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Katie O'Donnell
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From: Chris and Kay Ogilvie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:46:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

No point in having a "healthy economy" if so doing stuffs up the environment.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris and Kay Ogilvie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6312@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sally O"hagan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 1:34:08 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Although I might live in Auckland and not be facing the same water quality issues, it is extremely important
that every human being has access to clean and healthy water at all times.  It is a basic human right.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sally O'hagan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6483@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Alaric Ohlson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:09:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Preserve our waterways for our survival and that of future generations. Protect them polluting short-sighted
Capitalists concerned only with profit and short-term gains.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alaric Ohlson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5662@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Margaret Oldham
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:49:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please return NZ streams to be free of slimy algae, so our Grandkids can swim in them like we did.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Oldham

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6322@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Valma Oldham
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:38:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Valma Oldham

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6321@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Michael O"leary
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael O'leary

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5649@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Martin Oliver
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:59:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Martin Oliver

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5721@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Christine Olsen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:04:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christine Olsen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6134@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: R A M Onderwater
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:57:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I used to be a tour guide in Otago and loved the wild places, which I also saw being degraded by dairy herds
where the land is not suited to this kind of activity and weeds spreading with little control happening. I'm
hoping to take my new partner around the South Island soon and spending a fair bit of time in Otago. However,
I'm also anxious about how I'm going to find it. Photos and stories about it have already brought tears to my
eyes.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

R A M Onderwater

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5818@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Maureen O"Neal
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:40:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maureen O'Neal

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6030@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Livne Ore
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:05:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The mahi that you put in now will act as precedence for the rest of Aotearoa. Please make your policies a
meaningful step towards a more balanced environment whose mauri is restored.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Livne Ore

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6390@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Ron Orme
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:43:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ron Orme

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6216@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Layne Osborne
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:18:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Layne Osborne

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6082@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Michael O"sullivan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:04:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Having recently driven through Waitaki District I was impressed with the fresh water system there and all the
recreational opportunities it provides.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael O'sullivan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6399@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Stephanie Owen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 2:49:07 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Your Council can lead the way for other Councils in showing that we really care about clean water - please set a
positive precedent!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Owen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6492@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tina Owen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We don't want to be another Canterbury.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tina Owen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6010@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Marco P
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:25:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marco P

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6303@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Margaret Page
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:24:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

All above relevant

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Margaret Page

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6318@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Madeleine Palmer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:03:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Palmer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6313@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Viola Palmer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:58:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I used to tramp in the Otago back country and enjoyed drinking from streams without worry about
contamination. Please bring that simple pleasure and convenience back.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Viola Palmer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6215@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Oscar Pampin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:03:27 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Oscar Pampin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5795@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Anne Panhuis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:55:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is essential!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anne Panhuis

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6430@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Evangelia Papoutsaki
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Evangelia Papoutsaki

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5490@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lindsay Park
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Kia Ora
Please work to towards providing fresh clean water
Think of the future or our children so they will have good health and strong bodies
You must look after these people for there future well being
Yours sincerely  Lindsay Park

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Park
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From: Serok Park
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:12:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Serok Park
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From: Kelvern Parker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:39:03 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kelvern Parker
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From: Andrea Paterson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:04:23 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please think deeply about the effect on future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrea Paterson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5974@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Neil Paterson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:50:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Put health first, we deserve clean and healthy wrapper free from chemicals and pollutants

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Neil Paterson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5900@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Brian Patterson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

Without using loads of words to indirectly ask the question, I’m going straight in:

Why do you think it’s acceptable for our country to have polluted water?

Simple question: Why do you think it is acceptable to knowingly allow our drinking water to be polluted? And
remember this polltuted water ends up in the sea so you are responsible for that too.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brian Patterson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5511@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Brendon Pauley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:50:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brendon Pauley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5619@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Judith Paulin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 1:47:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

My family has branches in Otago, and we are acutely aware of the value of a protected pristine area so special
to New Zealand, and all who live and visit the area. It is a taonga, and must be protected at all costs!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Judith Paulin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6485@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Judith Paulin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 1:48:18 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Judith Paulin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6486@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Marta Paunero
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Having access to clean healthy water is just a basic right we should all have the right to

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marta Paunero

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5518@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Caroline Paxton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:18:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Caroline Paxton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6526@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Donna Peacock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:16:08 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

Otago's citizens need rivers running clear and clean, native plants and animals thriving alongside waterways,
and drinking water which is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it
can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Farmers need help and support to transition from intensive farming which destroys eco-systems, to diverse and
regenerative methods. We all depend of agriculture for our food and exports,but new methods must be
accommodated within ten years in order that we reach urgent goals by 2031 as the latest IPCC report indicates.
Our health, and that of minute fresh water creatures depend on clean healthy water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Donna Peacock

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5477@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Neil Peacock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:14:33 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

Otago's citizens need rivers running clear and clean, native plants and animals thriving alongside waterways,
and drinking water which is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it
can inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Farmers need help and support to transition from intensive farming which destroys eco-systems, to diverse and
regenerative methods. We all depend of agriculture for our food and exports,but new methods must be
accommodated within ten years in order that we reach urgent goals by 2031 as the latest IPCC report indicates.
Our health, and that of minute fresh water creatures depend on clean healthy water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Neil Peacock

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5467@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jacky Pearson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 2:55:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jacky Pearson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6493@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Teia Pelach batlle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Teia Pelach batlle
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From: Josh Pelleg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Josh Pelleg
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From: Robyn Penn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:51:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robyn Penn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6469@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nina Perino
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:37:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nina Perino

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5565@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Brendon Peters-Tahitahi
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:25:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I visited Queenstown in the 80s and was proud the lake was so pure. Growing up in Christchurch my father
would take me for rides where often I would explore the many pristine rivers on the Canterbury plains. We
harvested eels from Lake Forsyth. Today sadly the lake has severe problems with algae. While we as
individuals can do so much to help our rivers only those in governance can put to work the resources at their
disposal to clean up the rivers. Only governance can veto those who take large amounts of water from our
aquifers. We are as a species expoiting the earth for our short term gains. But leaving long term scars. We must
learn from our mistakes, learn from the past otherwise we're just stupid. My father died of bowel cancer. Was it
nitrates in the water? Its very possible. We should move moving to a green diet. Eating in a way that doesnt
destroy the garden. Its all relative. The rivers affect the sea. The land affects the rivers. The air affects
 everything. Only humans affect all those elements. Only we can stop it. No. Only governance can make the
changes needed. We the people will need to adjust. We cant stop foreigners tsking our water but councils can.
We look to the government to make the changes necessary to reverse climate change. Individuals alone cannot.
Why? Because the majority haven't woken up yet. Most don't care. They pollute and do what they like. Do
what's right Otago Regional Council. Set the standard high. The people are calling on the govt to reverse
climate change. The govt has to fund your standards. Set them high.
Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6302@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brendon Peters-Tahitahi



From: Larry Phillips
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:45:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Short term gain for long term pain is not good policy.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Larry Phillips

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6186@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Bruce Philpott
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:27 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is the corner stone of the health of people, the ecosystem and the economy. We need this for our
future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bruce Philpott

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5910@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Penelope Pickard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:53:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Penelope Pickard

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5963@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Colleen Pilcher
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:04:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I ask Otago Regional Council to:set new and realistic meaningful standards
Please deal with the horror of ground water being poisoned with synthetic nitrogen fertiliser – it must be the
priority to fix this – the sooner that steps are taken to limit then stop it getting into the water table, the more
chance that it could reverse. The health of the environment and the health of the population go hand in hand.
And the longer it is left the higher possibility of a permanent poisoning of the ground water.
Farmers will see that better management of the water is possible, and taking a short term approach is old
fashioned thinking. Please help them gain the understanding to take on the changes necessary. We should not be
trying to look good and green to the rest of the world while we continue pollute.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Colleen Pilcher

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6505@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tarn Pilkington
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:28:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,
Im have been a resident of Queenstown for over thirty years.Right now we are faced with some critical
decisions. As guardians of our region we must make sensible and rational decisions that better safeguard our
living environment for our children's future. I can't imagine a world where I can't take my son swimming in
Lake Hayes on a beautiful Central Otago afternoon......

We will always on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people
and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tarn Pilkington

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6463@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Robert Piller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:07 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robert Piller

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6357@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Meryl Pinque
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:15:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Meryl Pinque

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5470@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Grant Pitelen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:46:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Grant Pitelen

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5603@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ewan Plant
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:10:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ewan Plant

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5770@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Holger Pleiss
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:54:12 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Holger Pleiss

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6443@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Leigh Plummer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:11:16 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Leigh Plummer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6433@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gillian Pollock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:53:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Potable water is basic to our lives
Whatever it takes our fresh water must be protected

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gillian Pollock

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6251@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Janine Pollock
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:48:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Janine Pollock

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6340@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Frank Pool
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:50:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I was born in Dunedin, lived in Waitati, went to Otago Boys High School, so Otago is my home region and the
health of Otago is close to my heart.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Frank Pool

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6124@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Roland Poppe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:19:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Roland Poppe

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5777@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Teawhina Pouwhare
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:46:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

To the Otago Regional Council,

Our water is important for nature and all living beings in Aotearoa, lead the way in keeping our sacred water
clean and fresh like it should be the way nature IS for ALL, now and future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Teawhina Pouwhare

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5952@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gail Powell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:06:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I don't live in the Otago region but I hope that if you take the action required to protect our waters, that other
regions will quickly follow.  Please be an example to all.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gail Powell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6296@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jane Powell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:35:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jane Powell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5942@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Craig Hines
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:49:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Craig Hines

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6535@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Reita Presley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:59:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

greed is never a good reason for poor decision-making.The future for good health for humanity must be good
for all life.poisons need to be our slave not our master.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Reita Presley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6515@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Amanda Preston
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:04:21 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Amanda Preston

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5977@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Amanda Preston
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:04:22 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Amanda Preston

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5976@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Amanda Preston
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:19:26 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Amanda Preston

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5975@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Paul charles Price
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:35:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Industry will naturally flow the easy parth restrictions mean less profit but the profit to the individuals involved
both directly and undirectly will never be more important than the environment and lifestyle of us all. We look
to our Public Service not to be schmooozed buy business representatives for this is such obvious corruption. As
individuals in community we are all having more restrictions placed on us to stop our activities passing over our
boundaries and affecting our neighbour's and communities. Smoke noise and social responsibilities. Out door
rubbish fires and dumping rubbish in the gully are examples of the clean up we are making privately to stop our
waste affecting others.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paul charles Price

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6438@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Hannah Prior
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:22:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need clean water for future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Hannah Prior

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5506@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Mark Prisco
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:00:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Prisco

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5908@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Gem Pritchard
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:53:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gem Pritchard

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5961@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Noel Puklowski
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:49:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Just fix it

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Noel Puklowski

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5859@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Angeline Quick
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:42:28 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angeline Quick

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5592@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Katherine Quigley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:19:37 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Katherine Quigley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5678@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sarah Quigley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:41:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sarah Quigley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6179@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sergio Olivares Ramírez
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:51:31 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

By striking a balanced ecosystem we shall restore natural life to earth as it is meant for a sustainable future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sergio Olivares Ramírez

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5814@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jan Randle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:57:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jan Randle

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6221@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Michael Rangitonga
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 11:09:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Rangitonga

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6559@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Matiu Ratima
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:10:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

He uri ahau nõ papatūānuku. Tiakina te wai mā õna uri katoa te pai. 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Matiu Ratima

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6392@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Bryn Reade
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:25:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bryn Reade

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5739@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ron Redman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:20:23 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ron Redman

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5679@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Stephen Reeves
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:01:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stephen Reeves

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5973@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lisa Reich
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:36:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lisa Reich

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5747@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ami Reid
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:40:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Every summer we see rivers choked with algae from the dairy industry. New Zealand's rivers are naturally some
of the most beautiful in the world and must be protected at any cost.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ami Reid
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From: Malcolm Reid
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:56:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have been shocked to return to the NZ I grew up in & find so much destruction of our lakes & rivers, & our
water table in general. You used to be able to drink water from any tap in the land. Now its tainted & needs to
be filtered nearly every where.
This is NOT progress & consumerism. Its backward-ism.
As representatives of the people AND the land, you must have long term vision, beyond profit to what is
sustainable for the us all. The farmers & the consumers.
There are plenty of alternatives to the model of agriculture we are implementing.
If we don't change direction now, then when??
Its time my friends. Do the right thing. Stand for the long game, not short term gains with no future.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Malcolm Reid
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From: Kristy Renee
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:59:56 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kristy Renee
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From: Edeltraut Renk
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:26:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Edeltraut Renk
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From: Federica Renzi
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:06:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Federica Renzi
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From: Philippe Ressos
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:38:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Philippe Ressos
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From: Karsten Reutter
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:27:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Karsten Reutter
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From: W Revitt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:23:10 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Pure natural  water is not a commodity its natures way of sustaining life on earth. It's the right of every human
and mammal/insect/bird/fish to thrive on what Mother Nature has given.
Take responsibility and act to solve the problem and stop polluting our planet now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

W Revitt
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From: Alessia Rezzonico
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:31:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alessia Rezzonico

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6437@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Angel Ricci
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:53:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Angel Ricci

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5712@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: John Neil Richards
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:37:09 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Neil Richards

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5749@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Alan And Jeanette Richardson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:16:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The right to unlimited economic growth, without limit or control,has to be seen as a policy of the past. There are
more important considerations than personal income.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alan & Jeanette Richardson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6149@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Andre Richardson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:43:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life.Clean water isn’t a privilege.It’s a prerequisite for life.The dairy industry and other pollutant
industries here in Aotearoa are based on the economic principles of greed.Greed is a finite aspiration.Greed and
life are antipathetic.I’m ashamed of the state of the land that our kids will have to try to heal.We have witnessed
successive governments stand  back and either allow or encourage this extreme degradation of our land and
water for the profit of a few.That’s not governance.That’s theft.Of the basic necessities of life.Land and
water.The future is guardianship.By all and for all.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andre Richardson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5599@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jeanette And Alan Richardson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:12:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The right to unlimited economic growth, without limit or control,
has to be seen as a policy of the past.
There are more important considerations than personal income.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jeanette And Alan Richardson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6358@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Eva Riederer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:37:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Eva Riederer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5872@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Nazarene Rihari
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:31:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Waiata essential for the people.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nazarene Rihari

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5557@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Rob Ritchie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 11:20:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As descendants of an immigrant Scottish family of the 1850s we have benefitted from wealth accumulated
through land acquisition and export trading. This did not benefit most other New Zealanders left out and
impacted by poverty and  environmental damage- particularly Tangata Whenua. I recall visiting Arowhenua and
the marae Te Hapa o Niu Tireni named in grief for what had been denied.  To me, it is long overdue that
decades of lament by the traditional guardians of land and water are heard; and for the unjustly privileged to
collaborate more and more fully in restoring health and well-being to all.     

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rob Ritchie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6471@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Esther Ritter
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:53:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Esther Ritter

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6052@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Paula Robb
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:52:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paula Robb

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5860@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jean Robbins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:51:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

NZ has lead the world in so many way  please keep up the good work and consider these proposals,  I'm in
England, but so wish you would set a good example for us to follow, The whole world needs CLEAN water.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jean Robbins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5624@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Adrienne And John Roberts
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:42:39 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

Dairy farmers feel they can continue polluting our ground and the atmosphere as they are, waiting for science to
provide them with the answers. That is like ignoring Covid 19 until it some magic eliminates it!!

We often spend time in Otago, with friends and on holiday. We cherish the return of polluted lakes and rivers to
a cleaner state before it is too expensive or difficult for ratepayers  to rectify.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Adrienne And John Roberts

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6111@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Amy Robertson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:12:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I believe we can do both, have healthy waterways and in turn oceans, and provide healthy food for our people
from our land. And have healthy business models. In all aspects of any business we need to urgently move away
from intensive exploitation of our resources and towards protection and sensible / sustainable harvest. We can
do this, but our farmers will need support, and the guidelines need to protect waterways first, then support
farmers with the conversion. We are pioneers and innovators, lets apply ourselves now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Amy Robertson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5922@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Bruce Robinson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:44:19 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This is just another step in helping us preserve our only planet environment.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bruce Robinson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5601@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jennifer Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:07:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a strong advocate of making fresh drinking water a priority.  It is a basic need of people, plants and
animals.  If we get the basics wrong, our foundation is wrong.  Please make this your highest priority to clean
up our fresh water.  It is essential to take action now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6521@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Jim Robinson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:16:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

On our doorstep Lake Hayes is an abysmal example of the cumulative effects of nitrogen and phosphate runoff
from farmland and probably still from golf courses in the area. The water running out of the lake into Hayes
Creek invariably smells like a sewerage treatment pond and can forms rafts of foam at the base of waterfall
areas on its way to the Shotover River.I have seen neighbourhood children swimming in this area!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jim Robinson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6146@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Barbara Robson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:33:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Healthy waterways mean a flourishing eco system and healthy communities. I’m fighting every way I can to
ensure that our mokopuna have a future. Please do your bit by acting strongly to make this happen.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Barbara Robson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5895@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jill Roddick
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:35:52 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We have been abusing this country and the planet for far too long now.  It is vital we do something about it
NOW.  If the Otago Regional Council can kick that off by ensuring the following points are implemented,
particularly within the dairy industry, but certainly in other industries as well, it will help solve at least one of
this country's pressing issues - water pollution. 

I grew up in South Canterbury 50 years ago and we loved to go swimming in the rivers.  Since then most of
those rivers have become unswimmable.  It's an absolute tragedy so much damage has been done with,
seemingly, nobody caring or monitoring the state of our rivers, lakes, etc.  I hope the Otago Regional Council
has the courage to rectify that situation as soon as possible.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jill Roddick

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6104@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Jackson Rodley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:33:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jackson Rodley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6364@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Miguel Rodrigues
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:09:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Miguel Rodrigues

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5661@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Jim Rolfe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:41:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jim Rolfe

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6183@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Shona Rolfe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:48:27 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We all deserve,and future generations also deserve,rivers they can swim in, and fresh, clean drinking water, that
won’t make us sick;

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shona Rolfe

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6529@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Terry Rose
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:26:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Why sell out future public health/ clean water for short term financial gain?

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Terry Rose

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5533@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Martin Rosenberg-lasch
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:22:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Martin Rosenberg-lasch

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5929@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Johan Rosenqvist
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:33:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Johan Rosenqvist

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6409@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wayne Rowe
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Fresh clean water is a basic right for a healthy populationen.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wayne Rowe

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5643@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Debbie Rule
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:40:17 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Debbie Rule

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6032@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Julie Russell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:23:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides
are used to kill agricultural pests. These chemicals can enter and contaminate water through direct application,
runoff, and atmospheric deposition. They can poison fish and wildlife, contaminate food sources, and destroy
the habitat that animals use for protective cover. To reduce contamination from pesticides, farmers should use
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) tech- niques based on the specific soils, climate, pest history, and crop
conditions for a particular field. IPM encourages natural barriers and limits pesticide use and manages necessary
applications to minimize pesticide movement from the field.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Julie Russell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5869@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Linda Russell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:38:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Linda Russell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6455@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Emma Russell-trione
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:24:27 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Emma Russell-trione

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6005@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sorchar Ruth
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 12:26:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sorchar Ruth

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6566@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Trevor Rynhart
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 10:42:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Trevor Rynhart
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From: C S
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:49:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

C S
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From: May Sahar
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:43:00 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I want my children to inherit clean water and everything that is kept alive by it.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

May Sahar

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5594@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: John Salisbury
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:27:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I enjoy tramping in the South Island and am saddened at the degredation of a vital resource.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Salisbury
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From: Caroline Salvanda
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:31:19 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy
- Too many cows pure and simple.I have witnessed this in Central Otago although I live in Nortland  Not just a
cruel method of farming but devastating to the environment.

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Caroline Salvanda
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From: Duilio Sandano
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:07:05 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a frequent visitor to Otago. Even have a house in Queenstown. I would very, very, very much to see ORC
taking all the necessary ACTiON to keep the regions rivers and natural sources of water clean, and pristine.
Apart from being a great admirer of this part of New Zealand I am also a tax payer!!
Thank you for your attention and very hopefully your ACTION.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Duilio Sandano

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6229@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Rod Sandle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:32:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Are related to as the central part of ecosystems rather than a resource

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rod Sandle

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5485@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Joaquãn Santiago
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:42:12 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joaquãn Santiago

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5589@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Joaquãn Santiago
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:43:31 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joaquãn Santiago

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5598@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Bruce Saunders
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:55:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bruce Saunders

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6324@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Euan Saunders
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:35:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Euan Saunders

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6103@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: L Saunders
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:32:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

L Saunders

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5938@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Adriana Savin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Adriana Savin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5463@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sylvie Scarborough
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:41:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Basic need for any of us

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sylvie Scarborough

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6339@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Mary Scarth
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:14:14 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mary Scarth

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6345@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Andreas Schaffaczek
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:02:11 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andreas Schaffaczek

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5655@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Alexandra Schefner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:50:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I also want to urge the ban of the nerve poison floutire from being added to our water supply, which can have
detrimental effects on our health and the health of the natural environment. It is totally unnecessary in water and
means people, who want to stay away from it, can't. Let those who feel they need it for the health of their teeth
have it in toothpaste.
Also, please reduce the amount of chlorine in water if possible, as it taste disgusting and dries out the skin and
the mucous system.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Schefner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6385@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Susan Schiller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:40:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Susan Schiller

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5583@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Anna Schimmel
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:25:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anna Schimmel

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6347@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Erika Schmidt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:40:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Erika Schmidt

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5832@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Anja Schoenborn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:38 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

The world goes crazy, climate change and the man-made destruction are not just a rare event anymore. Our
planet will survive, mankind may not - please, let's start to work together with nature

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anja Schoenborn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5546@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Irene Schrobenhauser
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:41:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Irene Schrobenhauser

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6366@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maud Schroeder
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:39:09 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maud Schroeder

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5897@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Anna Schwab
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:43:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anna Schwab

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5811@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Alexandra Scott
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:52:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Scott

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5852@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Bruce Scott
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:23:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

In addition to the cleanliness of te wai please protect our awa and aquifers from bottling companies - and thus
help down the use of plastic bottles. The water is more valuable than any amount that the bottlers would pay.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates.

- Tackle the climate crisis.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens
upstream affects people, plants and animals downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must ban synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bruce Scott

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6092@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Laurie Scott
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:50:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Laurie Scott

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5705@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Robyn Scott
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:22:18 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

All kind of obvious really as above.  I have no objection to farming as such but lets keep it at level where we
can also keep the waterways clean.  For me this means less intensification and more national support for
farmers who are making the effort by planting waterways etc.  Those who are not more of a kick up the bum.  If
someone has to invest millions to create their intensive farm then perhaps it was a poor decision to do it in the
first place that was based on personal greed rather than creating an income that does not harm others.- sincerely
Robyn

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robyn Scott

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6157@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Pai Searancke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pai Searancke

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6036@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Zoya Semkiw
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 12:02:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Zoya Semkiw

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6563@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Caroline Sévilla
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Caroline Sévilla

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5464@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carol Shand
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carol Shand

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5457@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rodney Shave
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:27:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am shock and disgusted at the state of the rivers in Otago and Canterbury, the dairy industry is much to blame,
also our councils,for  letting pollution get to this level, only a few years ago we could safely swim  and  fish in
our rivers but not any more, I hope this can be rectified in the coming years for future generations.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rodney Shave

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5539@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Patrick Shine
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:42:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Patrick Shine

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5873@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sachi Shirai
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:28:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sachi Shirai

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5543@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Moira Shorten
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:50:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a regular visitor to Otago. This area has a fragile environment that needs care for locals and visitors to
appreciate and enjoy.
Action is needed now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Moira Shorten

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6191@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Moira Shorten
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:50:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a regular visitor to Otago. This area has a fragile environment that needs care for locals and visitors to
appreciate and enjoy.
Action is needed now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Moira Shorten

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6190@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Micah Simmons
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:57:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Micah Simmons

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5838@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Saly Simmons
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 1:37:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

To safeguard a reliable supply of potable water for future generations the time to act is now.
I urge you to be bold, strong and courageous and make the changes that will shape a sustainable future for life
lived safely with clean water in Otago.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Saly Simmons
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From: Riet Simons
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:51:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Riet Simons

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5836@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dita Skalic
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:55:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dita Skalic

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6420@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Christiana Skinner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:48:18 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

NZ used to be clean and green - now it's dirty and brown, and that's not good for anyone! This is affecting our
health, and the cost of that to NZ in the long-term will far outweigh any business profits made in the short-term.
Current practices are killing our land and seas, and that will end in disaster for all of us.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christiana Skinner
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From: Judith Skudder
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:49:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Judith Skudder
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From: Maurizio Slanzi
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:28:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maurizio Slanzi
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From: Warwick Slinn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:28:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Some argue that intensive dairying (or farming of any kind) is necessary to maintain export numbers, but
evidence suggests overseas clients will increasingly require produce from sustainable, not intensive, sources.
The efficiency argument for economic purposes will no longer hold.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Warwick Slinn
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From: Dennis Small
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:12:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As someone now in their 70s, I have long had deep concerns about Aotearoa/NZ's deteriorating waterways and
water supplies.  Today as we try to grapple with the dire threat of global warming this worldwide problem is
impacting on us all more than ever.

My own personal experience with our deteriorating water goes back to a thesis I did in the early 1970s on the
community response to pollution of the Christchurch Avon-Heathcote Estuary. Indeed, on reflection, it goes
back further - for example, seeing the increasing pollution of the Selwyn River where I once used to go trout
fishing, along with the diminishing flow of the Ashley River due to irrigation takeoff, and over time the
declining state of Canterbury's wonderful high country lakes.  Over a lifetime of tramping and fishing trips, I
have seen such deterioration across our country.

Please follow the best science-based environmentally informed advice and implement the strategy outlined by
Greenpeace for the Otago region.
   

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.
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Sincerely,

Dennis Small



From: Catherine Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:50:05 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Set an example. Think of the future...and that of your grandchildren

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Catherine Smith
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From: Catherine Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:50:22 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Set an example. Think of the future...and that of your grandchildren

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Catherine Smith
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From: Jared Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jared Smith
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From: Jennifer Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:07:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a strong advocate of making fresh drinking water a priority.  It is a basic need of people, plants and
animals.  If we get the basics wrong, our foundation is wrong.  Please make this your highest priority to clean
up our fresh water.  It is essential to take action now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith
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From: Jill Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:16:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Barren countryside is depressing but it could be a lot different with ripraian planting wide enough to attract
native insects and birds.  Farmer compensation for loss of productive land should be given.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jill Smith
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From: Joan Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:48:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joan Smith
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From: Paul Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:14:36 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please,please listen to our plea,before it is too late to turn the clock back

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paul Smith
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From: Richard Smith
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:25:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need to preserve on environments for our children and the generations to come after them.   Allowing
farming to destroy our natural environment for their own quick gains isn't right.   Please help preserve our
country from this destruction.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Richard Smith
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From: Mark Smith-bingham
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:13:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

 “Intensive farming” practices  have brought about a rapid decline in our fresh water. Cut stock-numbers back to
a manageable (from all points of view) number, to begin with. It would also be a positive move to reducing our
carbon-footprint.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Smith-bingham
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From: Scott Smithline
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:09:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Scott Smithline
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From: Anthony Snelling Berg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:38:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Ideally we should not slowly phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser but take the cow by the horns and stop the
use of fertiliser immediately. To much damage is already done!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anthony Snelling Berg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6337@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rachel Snoep
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:39:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rachel Snoep

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6532@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maria Soares
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:50:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maria Soares

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5704@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ceyda Soral
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:31:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ceyda Soral

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6168@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Paul Sorrell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:35:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I'm really concerned that excess nitrates in our water supply are causing diseases like bowel cancer. One of my
friends has just had surgery for bowel cancer and has lost most of his bowel. At the moment he is undergoing
chemotherapy, which makes him very sick. We need to make our environment as clean and safe as possible to
stop this kind of thing happening.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Paul Sorrell

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6173@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Issaqueena Sparks
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:07:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Issaqueena Sparks

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5840@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Evangeline Speedy
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 8:38:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am a young person from South Auckland. I'm calling you, the people who have the power, not to trash the
inheritance of my generation and future generations. To ensure that future kiwis have clean water to drink and
enjoy. Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Evangeline  Speedy
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From: Gordon Speirs
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:39:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean drinking water is the most important element for survival not just for humans,but for many animals and
other species that share our planet, its us humans that is responsible for the demise of the quality of our fresh
water. We need to step up as the guardians of the future     

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gordon Speirs

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6381@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Andy Spence
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:19 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is time that the future of the Earth was our first priority, not profit

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andy Spence
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From: Gordon Spence
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:54:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement may be informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy;

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai;

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser;

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gordon Spence
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From: Zandri Spies-clarke
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:57:41 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Zandri Spies-clarke
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From: Jean Spill
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:04:23 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jean Spill
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From: Debbie Spiller
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:31:39 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Debbie Spiller

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6240@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Alison Spittle
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:12:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is the beginning of life and essential. It is also legally protected under Te Tiriti o Waitangi.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alison Spittle

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5921@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Keryn Squires
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:03:33 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life. Without healthy water systems we are compromising the health of the whole ecosystems of which
we are part.
Hawkes Bay water contamination showed us how dangerous dirty water can be to human health.
For these reasons, we must restore and protect the health of all of New Zealand’s water systems.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Keryn Squires

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6421@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Emma-jane Stanley
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:49:03 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I live in Dunedin. It’s where my husband and I chose to put down roots; to buy a house and bring up our
daughter. We love this place. I know you do too. Please use your power to protect it.

Thank you.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Emma-jane Stanley

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6169@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Edward Stanley-hunt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:33:33 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Edward Stanley-hunt

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5941@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Ian Stantiall
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:44:22 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ian Stantiall

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6042@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Christiane Westerburg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:30:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christiane Westerburg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6534@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Kathy Steed
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:19:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

This pollution cannot go on and on.   Something has to be done, so do it now.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kathy Steed

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5997@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Terri Steenson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:40:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We are so much more aware of our mistakes from the past and have now the opportunity to put steps in place to
rectify those. As a country we are fortunate to have a small population in relation to other countries and
valuable resources to use. Please listen to this proposal as it has been written with our best interests at heart.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Terri Steenson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6466@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Gerd Steger
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:48:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gerd Steger

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5851@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: A.L. Steiner
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:15:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

A.L. Steiner

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5843@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Peter Sterios
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:33:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Is there a creative way to encourage the dairy industry to be more sustainable in regards to animal waste and
transitions from synthetic fertilizers to more biodynamic fertilizers? My family hopes so and hope you will
agree.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Peter, Tawny and Athena Sterios

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6211@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lynne Stewart
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:30:59 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

I used to be able to safely swim in our Rivers here in Central Otago with my children. Lots of people swam in
our Manuherekia River during hot weather. It was a great community asset that we have had stolen from us.

Now, if there’s enough water in our rivers to swim in , we get violently sick. We get symptoms like food
poisoning but this is Water poisoning!!!

Our Olympian Luuka Jones has paddled here in our rivers. She paddled with Central Otago kayak slalom
paddlers after rain when kayaking our Manuherekia Gorge is possible, Kayakers who imbibed water after
getting tipped up were violently sick with water poisoning.

 We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people
and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6101@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


Lynne Stewart



From: Mark Stewart
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:35:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean healthy water is a human right & good for the planet.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Stewart

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5847@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Olivir Stirling
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:53:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Olivir Stirling

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5711@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Robyn Stone
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:55:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Robyn Stone

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6220@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Luke Stopford
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:04:25 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council

Humans rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people
and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater. Otago is one of the
most stunningly beautiful parts of NZ and now it has the opportunity to be the smartest.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying, the
science is clear.

Please give your grandchildren the opportunity to enjoy rivers and streams. 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Luke Stopford

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5915@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Mareile Stoppel
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:28:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

When I arrived in this beautiful country I was full
Of gratitude for the clean prestige waterways. I can from Germany where as a scientist I  had already battled for
years with water pollution in our rivers and lakes, eutrophication from artificial fertilizer was a main reason. I
was thankful then to find out that New Zealand’s grazing regime mostly for sheep was based on the rye grass /
clover pasture mix. Now I realize that the dairy industry changed all this and N fertilizer has been allowed in a
massive fashion together with little protection of waterways from cattle . The impact is disastrous and needs to
be stopped immediately.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mareile Stoppel

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6435@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz




From: Bine Storch
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:45:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Bine Storch

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5951@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Max Stowers
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:21:28 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Max Stowers

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6000@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Andrew Stroud
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:47:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andrew Stroud

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6289@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: leigh sullivan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:31:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

leigh sullivan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6394@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Renate Suso
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:33:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I´m concerned about the future of my grandchildren, when the water quality is not good today, how bad will it
be in 10 years if you don´t take action to improve it now!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Renate Suso

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5893@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Pete Sutherland
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:46:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pete Sutherland

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5604@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Anne Svare
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:58:21 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I call on you to priorities the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your
Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe.

Because we all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival.

And because we all now are in an extreme situation of the Climate changes and the sixth mass-extinction, we
need your responsibility!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen fertiliser
have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links between
nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer, the
Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5765@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


Anne Svare



From: Shirley Swan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:57:04 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Shirley Swan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5719@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Roberta Swanson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:15:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Roberta Swanson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6522@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sara Szulakowski
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:39:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sara Szulakowski

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5575@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Sheila Tahi
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:16:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We need water. It is essential except for the poisons in it and charging people for water that comes from God

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sheila Tahi

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5775@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Tokorima Taihuringa
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:29:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tokorima Taihuringa

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6017@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Atsushi Tamaki
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:53:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Atsushi Tamaki

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5713@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Michele Tamangi
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:45:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Because YESS!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michele Tamangi

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5790@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Stephen Tamihere
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:15:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stephen Tamihere

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5473@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Queenie Tan
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:09:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Queenie Tan

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6140@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Inma Tarazona
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:12:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

L'aiguat potable és imprescindible per a la Vida en aquest planeta.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Inma Tarazona

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5727@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Elizabeth Taylor
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:28:40 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Taylor

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5688@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jeremy Teague
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:48:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Teague

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5954@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jeremy Teague
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:48:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Teague

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5953@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Anne Templeton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:03:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Anne Templeton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6355@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Meaghan Tennent
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:56:00 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have children that deserve to inherit an environment that is improved on the poor state that we have created.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Meaghan Tennent

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5966@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Perihan Teper
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:49:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Perihan Teper

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6458@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Pranaya Thaker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:48:01 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Pranaya Thaker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5609@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Maria Theilen-shaw
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:44:21 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maria Theilen-shaw

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6043@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Brian Thomas
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:25:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Brian Thomas

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5525@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dashir Thomas
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 8:53:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dashir Thomas

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6442@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carol Thompson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:20:38 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carol Thompson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5681@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Grace Thompson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 2:36:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Grace Thompson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6540@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Louise Thompson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:46:15 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Be the game changer and set an example for the rest of the country, let’s get our waterway back to where they
should be, pristine and beautiful.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Louise Thompson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5754@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ola Thompson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:29:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

To promote healthy living

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ola Thompson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5807@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Dorothy Tia
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:19:44 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I want for myself and family to swim in water that I know and trust to be naturally pure, clean, healthy and not a
risk to myself, my children and their children's children.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Tia
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From: Moana Tipa
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:13:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Lead the way Otago.  Thank you for asserting resolution that strategies to protect Otago rivers & waterways
must be implemented, as an absolute priority to ensure the sustaining nature of land for the generations coming
after us.  That's the point.  Thank you for drawing the line.  It'll inspire other regions.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Moana Tipa
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From: Marion Tiplin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:12:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marion Tiplin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6359@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rory Tipping
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:18:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rory Tipping

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5867@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Tania Tipping
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:40:21 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We don’t need milk. We need water. Simple decision

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tania Tipping

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5577@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jeanette TK
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:43:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Dear Human,

I am really concerned about our communities having clean and clear water to drink. We can never have any
kind of harmful effects on our communities health it is very important to deal with this hazard.if we have clean
water we have a healthy lifestyle in our communities life. So please do something about it as this is not good for
our children.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jeanette TK

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5809@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wendy Tobin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:41:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wendy Tobin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5944@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wendy Tobin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:41:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wendy Tobin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5945@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Linda Tocker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:51:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I want my grandchildren to see the effects of improved regulations to protect our waterways from the decline
over past years and witness real improvements in water quality.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Linda Tocker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6341@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mike Toepfer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:32:08 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have live din Wanaka for 11 years and I have seen the decline on the water quality of the lake and rivers since
I arrived here.  Please do something now to prevent it from getting worse.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mike Toepfer

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6018@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nicky Tompkins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 5:42:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

 The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean
up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nicky Tompkins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6513@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Aida Torrijos
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:21:58 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Aida Torrijos

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5737@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sophie Toutain
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 4:19:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sophie Toutain
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From: Rosa Trancoso
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 3:11:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rosa Trancoso
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From: Mike Tregent
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:33:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Increasing nitrate and nitrite labels in our surface and groundwater's, means that we have to spend more on
cleaning up our rivers, lakes and drinking water supply!

Getting the balance right is good both for nature and ourselves!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mike Tregent
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From: Michael Trinder
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:43:34 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Michael Trinder
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From: Maya Trotman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:39:07 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I'd like to be able to drink water knowing that it is clean rather than dirty due to the dairy industry causing
nitrate pollution.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Maya Trotman
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From: Tony Trott
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:08:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tony Trott
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From: Melanie Trudel
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:20:08 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Melanie Trudel
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From: Nicole Trueman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:04:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

We have the opportunity at the important junction in time to make a policy that can serve farming without
sacrificing sustainable water management.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nicole Trueman
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From: Joe Tutt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:17:04 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joe Tutt
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From: Philip Tuuta
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:42:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Philip Tuuta
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From: Phil Twigge
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:23:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Phil Twigge
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From: Liam Tyrrell
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:18:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Liam Tyrrell
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From: Adair Uden
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:13:32 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Adair Uden
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From: Suzanne Unthank
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:15:21 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Unthank
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From: Mireille Urbain
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:03:25 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mireille Urbain
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From: Christine Utzinger
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:12:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christine Utzinger
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From: Jennifer Valentine
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:48:54 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Valentine

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6045@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Edwin Van Broekhoven
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:18:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Edwin Van Broekhoven

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5674@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nick Van der byl
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:34:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nick Van der byl

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6171@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sue Van der byl
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:34:20 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sue Van der byl

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6170@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mieke Van Der Haas
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:42:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mieke Van Der Haas

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6383@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Irma Van der linden
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:39:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Irma Van der linden

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6177@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kees Van der linden
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:39:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kees Van der linden

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6178@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Leen Van Der Schueren
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Leen Van Der Schueren

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5492@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Floor Van Lierop
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:22:49 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Action is required now to secure clean, clear water for our children to drink and swim in, and for our native
creatures to thrive in and around. Do the right thing before its too late.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Floor Van Lierop

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6198@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Audrey Van Ryn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:39:50 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and animals across Otago when adopting your
Regional Policy Statement on Freshwater.

We need clean rivers where native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways, and drinking water is safe.
The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up
and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

Rivers, lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected, according to the National Policy
Statement on Freshwater.

Intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution and needs to be addressed now.

Clean water is a basic human right and essential for any country.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Audrey Van Ryn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5570@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Willem Van straten
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:19:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can inform strong plans to clean up
and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.  The National Policy Statement on freshwater says that
rivers, lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

There are cost-effective alternatives to intensive dairy farming, and New Zealanders must adapt to thrive.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Ensure that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the priority to care for water
and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Willem Van straten

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5498@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Melita Van Wordragen
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 11:52:16 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I have the responsibility to take good care of my own health but one of the main contributions to this, is clean
and healthy water!
We live next to a dairy farm and as we do our bit on our land to keep the water clean by installing a good
greywater system.(following rules of council) no chemicals on our land and growing organic and regenerative
so should they. I cannot see much protection for the waterway that is bordering both our section on their site.
Cows can get into the water ways. Lots of animals dropping everything on the land going straight into this
waterway.s

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Melita Van Wordragen
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From: John Verryt
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:19:26 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Verryt

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6087@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Roy Vickerman
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:50:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It makes sense – we need clean water  as humans to live.  Please set the standard for other New Zealand
councils

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthyPlease set the standard for other New Zealand councils

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Roy Vickerman
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From: Kika Vidinha
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:45:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kika Vidinha
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From: Rohit Vig
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:01:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is precious resource. It is vital to protect our waterways.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rohit Vig
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From: Jasper Vincent
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:38:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jasper Vincent
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From: Jill Vincent
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:05:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jill Vincent
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From: Andreas Vlasiadis
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 6:47:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Andreas Vlasiadis
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From: Vanessa Vogelsang
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:13:45 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As a doctor it is always hard to see when peoples' health is put at risk especially when it is for short term profit.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Vogelsang
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From: Rob Vork
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:39:46 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rob Vork
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From: Johanna Vroegop
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:21:20 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Johanna Vroegop
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From: Allison Wakelin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:23:51 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Allison Wakelin
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From: Benjamin Walch
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:19:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Walch
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From: Jane Waldegrave
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:00:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I think the following is seriously important so, I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jane Waldegrave

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai
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- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jane Waldegrave



From: Joan Walker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:43:54 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Joan Walker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6274@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Liana Walkin
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:41:25 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Milk is optional. Water is essential.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Liana Walkin

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5584@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Heather Walls
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 2:48:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I fully support a minimum flow on the Manuherikia river of 3000 litres per second.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Heather Walls

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6491@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Culain Walsh
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:27:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Culain Walsh

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6319@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Carolyn Walters
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:46:03 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Walters
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From: Christina Wane
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:01:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Every person and animal has the basic right to clean water, please help to make it possible.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christina Wane
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From: Sheila Ward
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:19:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sheila Ward

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5778@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Marlene Ware
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:43:47 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

many dairy farmers are attempting to do the right thing. however, the transition to lower stocking rates, phasing
out synthetic nitrogen fertilisers  and implementing regenerative practices affects them financially. maybe
incentivising changes in their practices would assist this process and achieve getting them on board with these
imperative farming methods. 

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marlene Ware
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From: Susan Washington
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:58:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

As with everything, we must be entirely clear and honest about our motivation for doing what we are doing. 
Are we doing what we are doing to work with nature to keep a natural balance, or are we doing it for monetary
gain?  Please remember, the economy is just a tool.  Nature is what we depend on.  Maybe we need to look at
why the economy and 'wanting' is so important!!!   

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Susan Washington
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From: Colleen Watkins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:39:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Colleen Watkins
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From: Mark Watson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:03:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please think about the long-term impacts of your decisions now. I think we have taken water for granted, but the
science is telling us now that the clean healthy water that we and our natural environment need is no longer
plentiful, in fact it is a threatened species.
Short term economic thinking says that saving clean fresh water from extinction in many areas of Otago will
impact some people's finances, particularly those who sell products based on intensive agricultural practices.
But a bit further down the track, the buyers of those products will look elsewhere if they find out we are
our"clean green"products are actually damaging our environment.

Please don't be responsible for allowing our waterways and drinking water supplies to become even more
contaminated effluent streams than they already are.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mark Watson
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From: Emaraina Watts
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:07:15 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Rivers are amazing!!!!!

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Emaraina Watts
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From: Tony Waugh
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:56:48 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

it is a simple case of keeping the human race healthy with out clean rivers lakes and oceans will perish.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tony Waugh

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5640@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Iris Weber
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:15:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Iris Weber

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6262@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Rawhiti Welch
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 7:37:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rawhiti Welch

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6523@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Josephine Wells
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:56:02 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Josephine Wells

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5968@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Christiane Westerburg
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 10:30:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Christiane Westerburg

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6534@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Aroha Whata
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:58:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Aroha Whata

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5794@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Chris Whipp
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 1:26:59 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is one of humanities fundamental human rights, the least we can do is to ensure its health

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Chris Whipp

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6265@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Jane Whitaker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:14:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jane Whitaker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5772@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: John White
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:09:44 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John White

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5663@act.greenpeace.org.nz
mailto:rps@orc.govt.nz


From: Marguerite White
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:52:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is important to keep clean..

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marguerite White

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5853@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Mary ann White
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 5:49:46 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mary ann White

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5876@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Alisha Whiteside
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:45:42 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please give the right to ingest clean drinking water and lakes we can swim in.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alisha Whiteside
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From: Annette Whiteside
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 4:14:58 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We rely on fresh, clean water for our survival, and I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people
and animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want our rivers, lakes and
drinking water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive
dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Annette Whiteside
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From: Silke Whittaker
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:13:55 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Silke Whittaker

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5826@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Alastair Wilkie
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 12:46:02 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

its all been stated many times over a long period and CAUSE AND EFFECT is now clearly observable truth
COMMON SENSE ACTION IS NOW REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alastair Wilkie

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6479@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kim Wilkins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:29:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kim Wilkins

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5741@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Lucy Wilkins
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:13:47 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

It is time to start putting our environment first and taking proper care of our waterways. We are blessed to have
such an abundance of beautiful rivers and lakes here in Aotearoa, but because of lack of regulation around
farming and pollution they are quickly being ruined. I do not feel as if I can swim in any rivers around Dunedin
and South Otago without getting sick. That is not only heartbreaking for me, but devastating for the ecosystems
dependant on these arawai. As of 2020, 76% per cent of our native freshwater fish are classified as threatened or
at risk of extinction. This is not good enough. Those contributing to the pollution and detriment of our
waterways, including lawmakers, need to clean up their act immediately, before it is too late.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Lucy Wilkins
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From: Natalie Wilkinson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 3:22:53 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Natalie Wilkinson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6300@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Freddie Williams
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:19:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Freddie Williams

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5998@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wayne Williams
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:07:50 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

New Zealand is, as you are well aware a small isolated country. We don’t have any other countries on our
borders to influence the catchment of our water. So what WE do is what WE reap. The ORC
Has the opportunity to lead the way for the rest by making some hard decisions now to protect the future water
supplies for our descendants. Let’s do all we can NOW to clean up our act !!!
Look at our future, don’t let our failures of the past
be our legacy !

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wayne Williams
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From: Alana Wills
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 1:56:51 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Freshwater has been a treasured natural resource for Aotearoa for so long; however, our cumulative
mistreatment of it has led everyone to the point of losing it forevermore. With strong protective policies in
place, our future does not need to look as grim as it does at present. Please do all that you can to save something
that at first seems so simple, although has great ramifications once gone.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Alana Wills
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From: Gari Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:36:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Please see above

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Gari Wilson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6175@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ken Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:23:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ken Wilson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5828@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Marion Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:31:11 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I grew up in Eastern Southland where we diverted a clean stream for our water supply. I believe that this wasa
part of the reason that We have lived long and healthily. I wish to continue this for my family and grand
children.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Marion Wilson
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From: Mary Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:41:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

When clean water is made available dreadful water born disease are destroyed and the health of people
immediately improved. The evidence supports that fact that clean water made the difference long before the
development of antibiotics. Clean water is essential to life.  

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Mary Wilson
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From: Sheila Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:19:57 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water,as you know is liquid gold,as well as our most precious natural resource.You must look after it as such

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sheila Wilson
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From: Tom Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:48:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

So that we can enjoy clean water for generations to come

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Tom Wilson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5956@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Trina Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:53:32 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is a right. The rivers and streams need to stay clean and fresh for all humans and creatures.Keep our
water in Nz, water is lifesaving.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Trina Wilson
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From: Wayne Wilson
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2021 9:24:42 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Do the right things for our environment now so that the future generations dont have to clean up your mistakes.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wayne Wilson

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6531@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sadie Wilton
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:13:45 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sadie Wilton

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5461@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kerry Winter
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:27:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kerry Winter

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6008@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Kit Withers
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 10:45:57 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kit Withers
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From: Cherry Wood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 11:46:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Cherry Wood

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6410@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: John Wood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:17:40 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I do not want to see a shift to the Labour Governments  Three Waters Model and prefer the control of our Water
is kept with the New Zealand public and its Rate Payers. I agree that other means of managed sustainable
Farming practices should be promoted and help should be given to the Farming Community to proactively
achieve Realistic goals Now, not in Ten years, NOW!!!.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

John Wood
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From: Rachel Wood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2021 4:08:55 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

There is one simple method of ensuring that we provide freshwater for everyone who uses it.
Everyone, in New Zealand, taking water from a natural source  have to take that water IN from BELOW where
they are putting their waste water OUT.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to: Think outside the square for a change!

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Rachel Wood
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From: Stephanie Wood
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:08:48 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Clean water is necessary for all life. Please make the health of Otago's water a priority.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Wood
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From: Jude Woodgyer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:24:53 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Not only am I worried about the real effects that intensive dairy farming is having on our land and water
systems (prevention is so much better than cure!) but I am very worried about the bowel cancer risk - it already
runs in my family (so I know the devastating effects it can cause). I don’t want that risk to be increased for me
or my own children. Please consider the health of our people AND the NZ environment and do all you can to
make a difference. Thanks for taking the time to read this.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Jude Woodgyer
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From: Sam Worsp
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:42:12 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Implement robust policy to ensure the health of our waterways for future generations, before it's too late.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sam Worsp
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From: Kahu Wright
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:50:43 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water without pollutants is every person's right.  We MUST do everything we can to assure healthy water for
now and for all who come after us

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Kahu Wright

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6248@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Sarah Wright
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:49:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sarah Wright
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From: Sarah Wright
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 7:49:10 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Sarah Wright

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5957@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Glenys Wynn
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:10:41 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Glenys Wynn

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6279@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Stephanie Wynne cole
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 12:24:43 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairy

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Wynne cole

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5780@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Ilana Yannai
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 10:45:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Ilana Yannai

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6188@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: April Yates
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 6:14:01 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

April Yates

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5887@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Nick Young
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 9:30:03 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Water is life. We must to more to protect it.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Nick Young

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5469@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Victoria Young
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Monday, 16 August 2021 11:15:49 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Victoria Young

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-5732@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Wendy Young
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 2:43:52 p.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Wendy Young

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6283@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Irmina Zalewska
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 8:32:06 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Irmina Zalewska

mailto:reply-fef316787d660c-75_TEXT-50193266-514004893-6021@act.greenpeace.org.nz
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From: Georg Zellmer
To: RPS
Subject: Submission on Regional Policy Statement
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2021 9:05:56 a.m.

To the Otago Regional Council,

We all rely on fresh, clean water for our survival. I call on you to prioritise the health of ecosystems, people and
animals across Otago when adopting your Regional Policy Statement on freshwater.

I want to see an Otago where rivers run clear and clean, native plants and animals thrive alongside waterways,
and drinking water is safe. The Regional Policy Statement must keep the health of water at its core so it can
inform strong plans to clean up and protect water, and create a safe climate for all.

The National Policy Statement on freshwater says te mana o te wai must be preserved - that means that rivers,
lakes, streams, wetlands and drinking water must be protected.

We know intensive dairying is a key driver of water and climate pollution. If we want rivers, lakes and drinking
water to be healthy for generations to come, we need to tackle sources of pollution - like intensive dairying.

Healthy water is important for our own health and that of the ecosystems as a whole. Every possible action
should thus be taken to ensure that our water remains healthy. And scientific data should be used to determine
the correct limits for pollutants to measure this, rather than the interests of the polluters.

I am calling on the Otago Regional Council to:

- Put te mana o te wai first, so that all other objectives in the Regional Policy Statement are informed by the
priority to care for water and keep it healthy

- Commit to phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser and lowering cow stocking rates - two things that are
incompatible with protecting te mana o te wai

- Tackle the climate crisis by lowering cow stocking rates and phasing out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Consider cumulative effects of pollution such as intensive dairying and too much synthetic nitrogen fertiliser,
rather than simply in each individual catchment. What happens upstream affects people, plants and animals
downstream.

- Act according to the national plan, which identifies limits based on environmental impacts. In order to do this,
councils must phase out synthetic nitrogen fertiliser.

- Apply the precautionary principle to freshwater management. Intensive dairying and synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser have long-term effects on water, climate and human health. With emerging research showing links
between nitrate contamination from intensive dairying in drinking water and health effects like bowel cancer,
the Council must act now to protect the health of our communities.

- Invest in regenerative organic farming that works with nature, not against it, to help mitigate the climate crisis
and prevent water degradation.

Sincerely,

Georg Zellmer
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